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Encouragement and
disappointment found
in Bush's Iraq speech
By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Press Writer
Master Sgt. Franklin Brown
cheered President Bush's call for a
multinational force in Iraq. He
applauded Bush's plan to seek $87
billion to fight terrorism in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
The One thing that disappointed
Brown about Bush's national
address Sunday was the president's
failure to say when his 22-year-old
son and other U.S. troops might be
.finistied in Iraq. _
"I guess he can't really come out
and say it, but what are we going to
do as far as we're trying to get the
Iraq government functioning on its
own?" asked Brown,43, who spent
II months with the 3rd Infantry
Division in Iraq and now teaches
ROTC in metro Atlanta. "What are
We geling to do to help the Middle

East other than be there?"
Unlike Brown, Austin Swint
found little to cheer about in Bush's
speech.
Swint, 32, a bar manager from
San Diego, gasped aloud when
Bush said he would ask Congress
for more military funding. He said
the rebuilding effort was taking
money away from education and
other domestic priorities.
"It's just too much (money),"
said Swint, who voted for Bush in
2000. "We are not the world's
policemen. We don't need to rebuild
Iraq. We just need to put them in the
right direction."
Bush's job approval ratings have
dropped to just over 50 percent in
recent polls, and 70 percent surveyed in a CBS poll released

III See Page 2
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President seeking $87
billion in anti-tensor funds

AP Photo

ADDRESSING THE NATION ...
President Bush addresses the
nation from the Cabinet Room
of the White House Sunday in
this image from video. Bush
put the continuing instability
in post-Saddam Iraq into the
context of Washington's global fight against terrorism.

By TERENCE HUNT
AP White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush, facing doubts about
his handling of Iraq amid rising
casualties, is asking Congress for
$87 ,billion to fight terrorism and
cautioning Americans that the struggle "will take time and require sacrifice."
Bush's money request — surpassing earlier unofficial estimates
— would come on top of the $79
billion that Congress approved in
April for the initial costs of the war
and its aftermath and for worldwide
efforts against terrorism.
Despite calls from Republicans
and Democrats alike for more
troops, Bush said the 130,000 U.S.
forces in Iraq were sufficient. But he
urged other nations, even those that
had opposed the-war, to contribute
troops and money.

The president addressed the
nation Sunday night, his first speech
on Iraq since May 1 when he stood
on the aircraft carrier Abraham
Lincoln and declared an end to
major combat.
In—the Tour months suite, US.
casualties have risen steadily, to the
point where more have died in the
aftermath of the war than during the
combat phase.
Bush described Iraq in his 18minute speech as the central battleground of the terrorism war and
blamed the violence on Saddam
Hussein loyalists and foreignlernirists.
"We are fighting that enemy in
Iraq and Afghanistan today, so that
we do not meet him again on our
own streets, in our own cities,"
Bush said, four days before the second anniversary, of the Sept, 11
attacks.

Bush's national security adviser.
Condoleezza Rice, said today the
additional money the administration
is badly needed.
If Iraq can be stabilized, "those
costs will be won back over and
over again,"'she said on ABC's
"Good Morning America."
"What we are now seeing is a
central battle on the war on terrorism and these terrorists know it.
That why they are going to Iraq,"
Rice said on CBS' "The Early
Show."
"We don't know the numbers in
Which they are going to Iraq, but'
that's why they're going," she said.
"They know that a stable and prosperous Iraq in the middle of a different kind of Middle East will be the
death knell for the terrorism and for
their cause, which is to undermine
civilization and to undermine free-..
dom."

Homecoming
featured in
MSU alumna's
magazine

Welcome Home 438th

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's Tent
City Homecoming festivities are the
backdrop of a unique cuisine opportunity that is featured as a tailgating
segment in the September/October
2003 issue of
MidSouth Living,
a magazine published by Murray
State
alumna
Kristi
Phillips
Rowan.
The
1987
fashion design
and marketing
graduate is showcasing the culinary
talents of Bob Perry, a 1982 graduate and assistant executive director
of the Belle of Louisville, and Mark
Renaud, the former executive 'chef
for the Murray Country Club and
founder and chief cook for the
Allegro Gourmet Cooking Team.
Renaud and Perry teamed up to
develop a menu that showcased
their respective cooking styles.
Perry said serving his famous tailgating Pasta Salad w/ Tomato Basil
Vinaigrette alongside Renaud's
Cherry Smoked and Grilled London
Broil during MSU's annual Tent
City festivities brought back many
memories of past Homecomings
and tailgating experiences he participated in as an undergraduate at
Murray State University.
"It was fun to come back to my
alma mater and serve up a taste of
Kentucky for my fellow alumni and
fraternity brothers."
Founded four years ago by
Rowan, the magazine has over
100,000 readers. More than 35,000
copies are distributed through
newsstands, direct mail, subscriptions and other distribution outlets.
Since 1999, the magazine has
expanded to include two annual
home and garden trade shows at the
Agricenter
International
in
Memphis, a Saturday morning television show on News Channel 3, a
television production company and
a website. The television show

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger& Times photo

WHAT A SIGHT! ... This was the view for the 124 soldiers comprising the 438th Military Police Company during Sunday evening's welcome home
celebration at the Murray-Calloway County Park's Central Park amphitheater complex.

Murray welcomes home MP Company

By JOHN WRIGHT
those they left at home.
though. There was business that needed
Staff Writer
Sunday evening, under a brilliant to be done, such as long-awaited
On October 17 of last year, 124 men sunset, the mission officially ended reunions, which was the case for both
and women representing the 438th with a banner reception at Murray- Leigh Ann Keefer of St. Elmo, Ill., and
Military Police Company of the Calloway County's Central Park her 22-month-old daughter, Emma.
Kentucky National Guard said goodbye amphitheater, and most importantly, it
"Her daddy's been home just four
to their loved ones on a somewhat was a celebration that saw the return of months of her life," said Keefer, whose
cloudy day to do a job.
all 124 soldiers.
husband was returning from his second
They were assigned the duty of
"The first thing that I thought about tour of duty since Sept. 11. "He was
guarding suspected terrorists of the al- is that they're home safe. That's first," deployed for homeland security for nine
Qaida terrorist network and the former said Terry Laster, who arrived early in months before this to work airport secuTaliban regime of the country of the afternoon to get the chance at saying rity in Frankfort and Cincinnati. That
Afghanistan, believed to be among an overdue hello to her husband, David, was easier, though, because we could
those responsible for the 9/11 attacks on and her son, Michael. "Next is ... it's stay in touch with him a little more. At
America which resulted in the deaths of real. It's real! They're here."
least he was in the same country then."
more than 5,000 people, along with the
It was indeed real for around 2,000
Not much has been discussed as to
total destruction of the World Trade people that came to the amphitheater on what happened in Cuba. So far, the only
Center's twin towers in New York City relatively short notice for the celebra- thing publicly known is that the soldiers
and heavy damage to the Pentagon in tion. The return date had been experienced rather uncomfortable
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger 8. Times photo
Washington.
announced nearly a week before, but weather conditions, while much of their SHOWING THEIR COLORS ... Rachael Dunlap, left, and
All knew the cause was just, though the time of day was changed Friday, duty required them to be outdoors. And Jeri Jones. both of Puryear. Tenn.. showed their
it meant being away from so many fam- moving the ceremony back by more 1st Sgt. Ron England was not revealing American spirit at Sunday's celebration. They were
ity—members and friends: They also than two hours_ ,
present to welcome a close friend home from his tour
knew it could be dangerous. as did
It did not matter to those that came, •See Page 2
•See
of duty with the 438th.
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FireLog

Sunday Sports
Action Can Be
Found In Our
L Sports Section!

Murray Fire Department
• Three trucks and 11 firefighters responded to a refuse fire at MurCal Apartments Saturday at 3:51 a.m. Upon firefighters arrival, a dumpster was on fire A hose reel was used to put out the fire
• Four trucks and 13 firefighters responded to a fire alarm at the
Weaks Center Saturday at 9:30 a.m. Nothing was found during investigation of the building, however.
•Three trucks and 14 firefighters responded to a structure fire at WalMart Saturday at 8:55 p.m. An employee drained grease out of a chicken fryer and forgot to unplug it, causing the fryer's burner to ignite the
grease An employee pulled the hood extinguisher system to put out the
fire, which was extinguished upon firefighters' arrival.
• Two trucks and five firefighters responded to an ammonia leak at
Southern States Saturday at 1137 p.m. A valve on the leaking ammonia
tank was shut off by firefighters.
— Information gathered from reports.
logs and citations from respective agencies
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•Speech.
From Front

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
ONE LAST FORMATION ... With family and friends watching. the 438th Miltary Police Company is
brought into line by 1st Sgt. Ron England on the stage used for Sunday's ceremony.

•438th ...
battle dress uniforms. The families
had a real challenge to deal with
too much when he talked to those this, from not having a husband or
gathered Sunday. He saisi that will father to missing the bread winner
of'the-house. That was the- haiileSt
come out in time.
"Yes, they do have some camp- thing for them."
"To see a welcome home like
fire stories for you. but let's all wait
though, makes you feel it was
this,
drawing
for that right now," he said,
some laughs with his comment. He worth it. These men and women
drew a loud roar with another. were outstanding, and they have
"Your men and women of the 438th now served their time. We're going
_showed they_oine _secant:1_10 none- to do what we can to keey them out
They are, the top scildiers of the of this thing for a long time to
1Centucky National Geard. They come."
Sgt. Marvin Cornwell, though.
have done you proud."
not be against another round
wouldGuard- M-aj. Geo. D. -Allen
A Mt. Washington, Ky.,
duty.
of
Youngman offered more strong
returned from his second
he
native,
did
they
things
"The
comments.
were absolutely critical to our mission as a guardsman.
hoping- to get added to
TM ion -winrriltg lb We -ern terrortoo. I absolutely love
more.
some
those
ism." he said, not forgetting
left behind during the 438th's tour. it." said Sgt. Cornwell, adding one
"All the heroes of this do not wear last comment. "But not any time
soon.

From Front

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

SAFE IN EACH OTHER'S
ARMS ... Benton's Josh Clark,
a Spec. E4 with the 438th,
holds his daughter. Millie,
after Sunday's welcome-home
celebration at Central Park in
Murray

Poll: New Yorkers
still fearful of
new terrorism

Sunday said domestic issues, rather
than international issues, will decide
their vote in 2004. But Hughen
Nourse said he was watching Bush's
speech to decide whether Bush gets
his vote again.
"My overall reaction is that the
war in Iraq opened Pandora's box,
and now we're trying to get it closed
again and get all the evils and mischief back in the box," said Nourse,
65, a just-retired computer consultant from Wake Forest, N.C."I felt it
was the wrong strategy. I hope he
proves me wrong on that."
- Randy Bush, 50, of East Ahon;
Ill., lost a son who died while serving in Iraq and has a daughter home
on leave after four months in-country. The Democrat didn't vote for
Bush, but he gave the president high
marks Sunday for seeking more
ailed Natim _help in continuing
what he 'started.
"It's going to taIc.e_time_to_plant
the seeds of democracy in there, but
I feel that I can handle the wait," he
said.
Salesman Dick Jones was glad to
hear Bush put a dollar figure on the
continuing work in Iraq, and said
the price is well worth it.
"Increasing the spending pales in
comparison to that deed that took
place less than-a-mile-dowri-the-road," Said Jones,-47, of Atlanta, as
he watched Bush's address in
Manhattan's Times Square, not far
from ground zero of the Sept. 11,
2001, attacks.
But Marly Halpern-Graser
thought Bush tried a little too hard
to tie the war to the Sept. 11 attacks
and to shift the focus from his failure to find weapons of mass
destruction in Iraq.
"I think it's really striking that he
mentioned 9-11 and the war on terrorism in Afghanistan more than he
talked about what we did in Iraq,"
said Halpern-Graser, 18, a film

NEW YORK (AP) — Twothirds of New Yorkers are more
concerned now about another
terrorist attack in New York City
than they were on the first
anniversary of the Sept. 11,
2001, attacks, a poll has found.
Two-thirds of the 976 adults
polled last week said they were
very concerned about another
attack, slightly more than felt
that way a year ago, according
to a New York Times and CBS
News poll published today in
the newspaper.
New Yorkers said they are
thinking and talking less often
about the Sept. 11, 2001,
attacks than they were a year
ago, but that the discomfort is
- 13ft
-evet*major from Galway, N.Y., attending
Boston's Emerson College.
Robert Ball, watching Bush's
speech at a downtown Los Angeles
hotel, said he was disappointed that
Bush didn't give a time frame for
turning governance of Iraq over to
Iraqis.
"It sounded like a rah-rah speech
ratliei man anytning or sorstance,
said the 42-year-old attorney from
New Jersey, who voted for Bush last
election.
At the Westin Crown Center
Hotel in downtown Kansas City, bar
waitress Crystal Walquist was more
interested in what Bush didn't say
Sunday.
"The only thing I want to know
is, where are the weapons?" asked
Walquist, 24, whose stepfather and
several friends are serving in Iraq.
"I understand we had to get
Saddam's regime out of there. But,
is it our job to spend so much of our
money doing it?"

IN Homecoming ...
From Front
reaches 80,000-100,000 viewers
each week according to Nielsen ratings.
Rowan describes MSU as "combining Ivy League tradition with
down-to-earth character on a gorgeous campus" in the upcoming
issue. "I was very excited to return
to my alma mater last fall to cover
this tailgating opportunity for our
magazine," she said. "Murray is a
special place to me."
Dinner club tips, wine-tasting
parties, gardening and room-byroom decorating are promoted
throughout the magazine. The food
and entertaining section began from
an innovative idea and features
recipes provided by southern
restaurants that are then prepared on
location in a home setting.
Rowan said the section took on a
life of its own. "I knew that restaurant reviews have been done in
other magazines - I thought why not
try and see if we can obtain recipes
from upscale restaurants," she
explained. "Now we have a waiting
list of restaurants that want to participate in this section and stay
booked a year in advance."
Perry, a sociology major and a Pi
Kappa Alpha alumnus, has earned a
list of numerous cooking credentials since his days at Murray State.
He worked as in a small hotel in
-Moustiers Saint- Marie, Provence,
France. in exchange for his room
and board at the inn. He has served
as a buffet chef in Columbia, S.C.,
owning Farmer's Hall Restaurant in
Clemson, S.C., and has been a chef
on a 114-foot two-masted schooner

little firsts
First tears. First laughs. First steps. There is a lot to
learn with a new baby. How much crying is too much?
Could that little sniffle mean she is sick? Is it normal
for my baby to sleep so long? You need someone you
can trust to answer all of your questions. With evening
and weekend office hours, you will have peace of
mind knowing that we have reliable answers to your
little questions. Because your little firsts are big to us.
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and a 73-foot wooden sailboat. He
also has been a featured guest on
The Food Network's "Dining on the
Train" and "The Thirsty Traveler."
As host and chef for Bardstown's
Bourbon Festival Jim Beam
Cooking School for the past three
years, Perry has also been featured
on the Travel Channel for the
"Kentucky Derby Special" and in
The Wine Enthusiast magazine.
In addition to being the 2001
Top Ten "Memphis In May"
Competition
Championship
Barbecue Team, Renaud,is a former
executive chef for Mery Griffin
Enterprises and the Marriott
Corporation. His cooking adventures have also carried him to the
Culinary Institute of America in
Hyde Park, N.Y., and other places
throughout the country. The 2002
Grand Champion recipient for
"Cooking Up The Blues" in
Jackson, Tenn., the 2002 first place
the "Wabash
for
recipient
Ribberfest" in Mt. Carmel, Ill., a
2001 first-place shoulder winner at
the "Wabash Ribbcrest" in Mt.
Carmel,Ill., and the 2001 first-place
recipient for beef preparation at the
National Capitol Barbecue Contest
--in Washington,. D.C., held on
Pennsylvania Avenue near the
White House, are among the many
awards that Renaud has captured
through his competitive traveling
barbecue contest ventures.
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MN.Janie W. Young
Mrs. Janie W. Young, 91, South 16th Street, Murray.
died Sunday, Sept. 7, 2003, at 4:38 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Robert Young, died Aug. II. 1970. Four
sisters and two brothers also preceded her in death. Born
Aug. 23, 1912, in Richland, Miss.,she was the daughter of
the late John William Wilson and Nannie Hardy Wilson.
A lifelong active member of the Methodist Church, she
was involved in many church and civic clubs beginning at
Sulphur Spring Church while living in the New Concord
community and later in Murray.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jane Marie
Young
Barnett and husband, Joe Pat, Murray; three sons, Robert
T. Young and Dr. Burton R. Young and wife, Cathy, all of Murray, and William
R. Young, Kuttawa; seven grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at II a.m. at Murray Memorial
Gardens. The Rev. Larry Daniel will officiate.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 7 p.m. today
(Monday).
Expressions-ofsympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County United
Way, 607 Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071, or First United Methodist Church,
503 Maple St..-Murray; KY 420717 - - - - -

Wilson (Bill) Clnistenbery
Bill ) Christenbery,60, Bayside Drive, New Concord,died suddenly Sunday, Sept. 7, 2003, at his home.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Carol E. Christenbery; two sons, William
Christenbery. Webberville. Mich., and Steven Christenbery, New Concord; one
- grandchild;Erica Chtistenbery; his mother,Mrs. Ixla Christenbery, and one
sister, Mrs. Penny DeHaan. both of Murray; one brother, Tom Christenbery.
Nashville, Tenn.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

•

,James 9.014nd Milles, 79. Murfreesbori.i. Tenn.. father of Beth Stribling
of Murray, died Friday. Sept. 5. 2003, at Middle Tennessee Medical
Center, Murfreesboro.
- A retired employee of the Tennessee Valley Authority, he was a Navy
veteran of World War II. He attended First Cumberland Presbyterian
Church where he had served as a long-time Sunday school teacher, choir
member and elder.
• --Born in Rockwood;-Tenn., he was the son of the late Charles H. Miller
and Bessie Doughty Miller.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Edna Bailey Miller, to whom he had
been married for 57 years; three daughters. Mrs. Ruthie -Warner and husband, Richard. Jonesboro. Ga.. Mrs. Kathy Queen, Nashville, Tenn.. and
Ms. Beth Stribling, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Sue Portv.00d and husband, John, Columbus. Ga., Mrs. Frances Miller. Oak Ridge, Tenn.. and
Mrs. Ginny Cook and husband. Jim. Hixson, Tenn.: one brother. Larry
Miller and wife,. Jean, Fayetteville, Ga.; three grandchildren, -Jeremy
Warner. Jared Warner and Cy Queen; three great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today (Monday) at 2:30 p.m. at First Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, Murfreesboro. Mark Mite hem will officiate.
Members of his family will serve as active pallbearers and members
of his Sunday school class as honorary pallbearers. Buriaf will follow in
the Roselawn Memorial Gardens.
A Masonic service was held Sunday at 7 p.m. at Woodfin Memorial
Chapel, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Expressions of sympathy may he made to First Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, buildirig fiffid,NinfreeShoro,-Tefin.

Charles William Futrell
Charles William Futrell, 67, Cadiz, died Sunday. Sept. 7. 2003, at II
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
King's Funeral Home of,Cadiz is in charge of arrangements -
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.Legislative
Council. who
-Must confirm
Arafat's nominee.
should
"give the new
prime minister
the
political
.power he needs.
the
political
authority
he
Arafat
needs and the
resources that he
needs to go after Hamas." That has.
been tkte- most wove group recently
in carrying out suicide bombings in
Israel.
Abbas ended his stormy tenure
Saturday with an impassioned statement denouncing Palestinian
detractors undermining him; Israel.
for failing, he said, to meet its obligations under the road map; and the
United States, for not forcing Israel
to comply.
- - Abbas- - had -become- • the
Palestinian Authority's first prime
minister in late spring, nominated
by longtime leader Arafat and confirmed by the legislative council.

Bring this coupon in for

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH

Oat" ciegon‘to

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Bush administration is making clear
to Yasser Arafat and- othert in the
Palestinian Authority that it wants
the next Palestinian prime minister
to have the -political and security
muscle to crack down on terrorist
groups.
Only - after the groups are disrupted and dismantled, President
Bush's top foreign policy aides contend, will the U.S.-backed plan to
achieve an independent Palestinian
state by 2005 be back on track.
That can happen, they . said
Sunday, only with a prime minister
strengthened with powers and
duties denied Mahmoud Abbas,
who resigned over the weekend.
"If there is going to be a process
to peace, if the road map is going to
continue to unfold -and I believe
it can continue to unfold - then
there- has- to- be- a -concerted effort
against Hamas and other terrorist
organizations-and terror---ae.4ivity,"-• Secretary of State Colin Powell said
Sunday. on NBC's "Meet the
Press."
Powell said the Palestinian

*4'

Our Final Summer Sale!

•

WASHINGTON (AP)- Seven employees to "el-press dissenting
months after the Columbia tragedy. views."
NASA has come up with a "return
The AP obtained a copy Sunday.
to flight" plan for future shuttle
To address safety questions, the
missions - one that envisions a report said NASA is reviewing
resumption of flights as early as ways to harden the shuttle against
next March.
damage caused by debris impacts,
The 78-page report offers a such as the one that doomed
detailed and comprehensive look at Columbia and its seven astronauts.
the steps the space agency has been
Space officials also will add a
taking, and plans to take, in the suite of cameras in various locawake of the Feb. 1 accident to tions on the shuttle to get a better
comply with the recommendations idea of any possible damage,
from the Columbia Accident according to the report.
Investigation Board.
A return to flight schedule lists
The NASA plan, which will be a March 11 "launch date," but
released Monday, lists a number of NASA spokesman Allard Beutel
improvements being made - said the date is simply a planning
including ways to better facilitate date and not a foregone conclucommunication and encourage sion

Administration wants
Palestinians to give prime
minister political muscle

Mrs. Fern E. Mohler

Mrs. Fern E. Mohler, 77, Mayfield, died Friday, Sept. 5, 2003. at 2.
a.m. at her home.
Edwin Mozell Mitchell
She was a member of 7th and College Church of Christ. Mayfield.
Edwin Mozell Mitchell, 86, New Providence Road, Hazel, died Saturday,
Her husband, Leon Mohler. and one son, Phillip Wayne Mohler, both
Sept. 6, 2003, at 7:40 p.m. at Britthaven of Benton Nursing Home, Benton.
preceded her in death. She,was the daughter of the late Peyton Jake
Born. June..16, 1917, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late RichirsotT and Rty-Cochran-RicWrson
Matthewtvlitchell and Leona Witherspoon Mitchell. One sister, Ethel Vinson, - Survivors include-one daughter; Mrs.--Anita Miller; and--one grandone brother, Aubrey Mitchell, foster daughter, Betty Walker, foster daughter- daughter,'Michelle Paschall Collier, both of Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
in-law, Edna Duke, and one niece, Joyce Adams. all preceded him in death.
Jimmie Crick and husband,-Clay-horne-.and one rneee„--Ms Karen_ Crick, _
Survivors include three foster sons, Ralph Duke and wife, Dorothy, all of Kirksey; one nephew, Robert
Crick. Russellville.
Indianapolis, Ind.. Wilford Duke, Murray, and Richard Duke and wife, Sarah,
The funeral will be today (Monday)at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Audie Linn and husband, Edgar, Murray; two nieces,
-Mrs.Ella McAdoo and husband, Rev. Pail!,frunibolL-Tenn., and Mrs. Margie Funeral_ Home, Mayfield with Richard Youngblood officiating. Rana..
Brown, Humbolt. Tenn.; six nephews. Eddie Linn and wife, Sandy,and Gerald will follow in the Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Linn and wife, Colleen, all of Murray, and Danny, James,. Dee and Roger
Mitchell, all of Milan, Tenn.; several great-nieces and great-nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to J.U. Kevil Memorial
- funeral wabe1 uesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel Of J.H. Churchill Funeiat Foundation,,P.O. B-ax-345;--M-ayfielth-K-Y-4-24366-. Home.John Dale and the Rev. Paul McAdoo will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Forrester Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday)

NASA plan details changes
needed to resume flights
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HEARING AID SALE

Hardin Baptist Church is located
less than 10 mi. from Murray
Pastor Ricky Cunningham

Custom Made-In The Ear

7

Four Rivers Center for the Performing Arts presents...

HEARING AIDS

CALL TODAY!(270)443-9932

With This Coupon

"Oh Figaro!

Yellowjackets

September 16,2003 @ 7:30PM

September 23,2003 (..7.) 7:30 PM

Tilghman Auditorium in Paducah

Executive Inn Showroom in Paducah

$695.00
I

and up

Check Out Our Completely-In-The-Canal Aids

"You'll see and hear every word!"
• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes

Call Today For Your Test!

(270) 753-8055
Founded 1876

STONE-LANG CO.
produced by National Theatre
of the Deaf

Rearing Rehabilitation
210 So. 12th • Murray
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Write-ins
struggle for
recognition
FRANK- goal. "If we don't win the election
FORT, Ky. (AP) we will still have an input in the
— In a political election," Hillebrandt said. "I figure
By Joe Biesk sense,
Jeff if I do win, it'll be an act of God."
Associated
Hillebrandt, who ran_ and _lost an
Hillebrandt and
Press Writer
for jailer in Clay County,
election
are
Abner
Stacy
'rugged individu- has some strongly held betiefs.-Heis..,
list Both stand against SUrl, control, abortion and
virtually alone in .trying to topple U.S. involvement in the United
gubernatorial candidates Ben Nations. Hillebrandt also said he c
believes strongly that the Ten
Chandler and Ernie Fletcher.
Neither has raised any noticeable Commandments should
campaign money. Neither has a paid played in all public buildings. Hillebrandt, who said he normalcampaign staff. Their name recognily carries a .32-caliber six-shot pisPvt. Jessica ently concocted by some Pentagon the hero, and they are not giving the awarded that medal for heroism in
tion is low, to say the least.
propositively
"absolutely,
is
tol,
fought flacks to help recruit more females recognition to my son that .he combat.
Lynch
Neither seriously expects to win
deserves.
I can't avoii minium, about how
should
felons
Convicted
shot into the armed services, and by
gun.'
and
safe
'emery
a
seems
which
in November,
"The fighter that they thought Ronald Reagan, my father turned
feminists determined to abolish
2veral enemy
bet, since neither man's name is allowed to own shotguns for hunting
after the rules forbidding the use of was Jessica Lynch was Donald," down a promotion to major before
soldiers
even on the ballot. Hillebrandt, of and qualified people should be
Mrs. Walters told Australia's The he left the service in World War II.
weapons
concealed
carry
women in combat.
to
forces
allowed
Iraqi
McKee,
of
Abner,
Manchester, and
:"When he was found, he had He said the promotion should go to
Pvt. Lynch was crushed when her Age
ambushed the
are independent write-in candidates. anywhere in the state, he said.
stab wounds in the abdomen, men who were serving overseas,
her,
go
two
I
on
fell
when
off
and
"It really ticks me
Army's 507th vehicle turned over
After years of working at differbeen shot once in the right which he could not because without
he'd
I
causand
me
and
tell
they
bones
and
places,
numerous
public
breaking
into
a
been
Ordnance
has
ent odd jobs, Abner, 30,
Maintenance ing serious internal injuries. leg and twice in the back. And he'd his glasses he was legally blind - the
paramedic in southeastern Kentucky can't carry my concealed deadly
Company, firing Moreover, it is reported that she was emptied his rounds of ammunition. thought of him in combat horrified
for four years. He has an associate's weapon, when there's a state law
Making
said.
Hillebrandt
can,"
I
says
that
care
medical
her weapon until probably unconscious during the Just like they said Jessica had done the family - we didn't know who
degree in emergency
Sense
- He thinks that one day U.S. citishe Tau out of 'entire firefight, and was neither shot at first-1'
rOi iEastern Kentucky University.
By Michael
Jessica Lynch's million dollar he'd end up shooting at.
ammunition," nor stabbed.
In his spare time, Abner,divorced zens may be involved in hand-toMy dad knew he wasn't worthy
Reagan
Despite the fact that Jessica had book deal is an outrage. The whole
The Washington
and with no children, campaigns for hand combat with United Nations
that promotion, and he left the
of
Post breathlessly done nothing heroic, she has now story was concocted by some hack
governor. He said he often passes soldiers.
as a captain. Jessica Lynch is a
army
it
and
beginning
very
the
in
maybe
"Someday in the future,
been awarded a Bronze Star medal, publicist
reported.
out his card to people while standing
American who has sufyoung
fine
Then
untrue.
utterly
be
to
be
out
will
turned
there
for
die,
I
decoration
before
not
highest
Citing
fourth
the
in line at fast food restaurants
"It's hard for a little guy like Americans fighting the United accounts by "U.S. officials" the Post valor in combat. And she's signed a on top of that they give her the fered horribly and deserves our symBronze Star for doing what? She did pathy for what she has endured and
myself to get some attention," Abner Nations soldiers trying to take their wrote that the 19-year-old supply million dollar book deal.
said.
nothing.
Hillebrandt
those
away,"
will endure as she goes through the
guns
Arlene
Walters,
very
Iraqis
Mrs.
are
the
For
at
clerk "continued firing
said. "I realize the chances
Is this fair to other females in the painful process of rehabilitation
He is also "pro-smoking" and even, after she sustained multiple unearned honors are a direct slap in
slim. I am the quintessential David
vs. Goliath, except I'm facing two considers any laws to limit public gunshot wounds and watched sever- the face for the mother of the soldier military? For the Pentagon to use from her injuries.
unconstitutional. al other soldiers in her unit die who actually did what Lynch was this hyped up fictional account to try
as
smoking
Goliaths."
But Jessica Lynch knows she did
said to have done, and died doing it. to recruit more females into the not deserve that medal, and she
Hillebrandt, 55, a retired federal Hillebrandt is also "anti-illegal around her in fighting March 23.
According to his fellow soldiers, armed services was just plain outra- should have done the honorable
"She was fighting to the death.
corrections officer, campaigns on immigrant," he said. "I would go
illeany
collect
and
state
the
around
$200
alive."
taken
be
essentially
to
is
her son, Sgt. Donald Walters, was geous.
She did not want
what he says
thing and turned it down, along with
If she was any kind of soldier at
worth of spending money each gal immigrant that I could find and if
According to the Post the same killed after mounting a lone stand
that million dollar book deal.
week. He has a bachelor's degree in the INS didn't do anything with official said, "Lynch was also against the Iraqis. Yet few, if any, of all she'd take that money and put it
police administration from Eastern them, I would load them on a bus stabbed when Iraqi forces closed in the Americans watching Private into a fund to take care of the loved
Mike Reagan, the eldest son of
and release them in Washington," he on her position," and added that ini- Lynch's homecoming have even ones of her fellow soldiers who died
Kentucky University. .
Ronald Reagan, is heard
President
in that ambush.
Hillebrandt registered as a mem- said.
tial intelligence reports even indicat- heard her son's name.
200 talk radio stations
than
more
on
tempermore
down
are
turned
views
have
Abner's
should
he
She
said
everyto
He
that
us
Party.
"stabbed
tell
been
Reform
ed that she had
"The military
ber of the
part of the Premiere
as
nationally
one who was in her unit was a hero," that medal - she did nothing to earn
death."
thinks voters should have more ate.
Comments to
Network.
Radio
education
memHe said he believes
choices for governor. Hillebrandt's
The whole story, the Post later Mrs. Walters said. "In fact, they it, and- it is an insult to every
wife, Margarita Nancy Hillebrandt, could be improved and that schools admitted, was an outright lie, appar- have singled out Jessica Lynch as ber of the armed forces who was mereagan@hotmail.comfor Mike.
should tailor the curriculum to fit the
is also his running mate.
"Basically, I knew going into this student. Rather than place unruly
I had a very small chance of winning students into separate classrooms,
as an independent, and even less of a Abner said he supports corporal
chance as a write-in," Hillebrandt punishment.
Abner said he would strive to
said. "In any case we just feel like
race relations, health care
improve
a
WASHING- despite a surge in his approval rat- tend to be more philosophically Gingrich, R-Ga., and his disciples,
deserve
Kentucky
the people of
TON (AP) — ings after the Sept. 11 attacks and polarized. There aren't many con- and continuing today on talk radio
choice and not have to choose and economic conditions in the
state.
President Bush during the U.S.-led war against Iraq. servative Democrats left, and there and some cable television formats.
between the worst of two evils."
"There are a lot of tensions. The
California aren't many Republican liberals
Meanwhile,
state's
economic
the
Improving
promised during
interviews,
In separate phone
level is pretty high. There
anxiety
the 2000 election Republicans are pressing to recall a left," Black said.
both men complained about lack of conditions would help fight drug
of people who feel they're
lot
a
are
Bush's
for
mean
this
does
What
10
just
elected
that he would Democratic governor
face time with voters. As write-ins, abuse by boosting people's outlook
by somebody else's
pinched
getting
efforts?
re-election
legDemocratic
Texas
ago.
of
months
attracting
Instead
said.
he
life,
tone
on
the
candichange
they are excluded from most
Fields said.
ambitions,"
political
his
"Any president has to run on
of politics in islators fled to New Mexico in an
date forums, including those on new jobs to Kentucky, Abner said he
scientist.
a
political
Sabato,
Larry
to
needs
he
So
anyhow.
record
would look for ways to boost peoWashington. Yet attempt to thwart a GOP congresKentucky Educational Television.
sugof
Virginia,
University
the
at
as
much
as
positive
the
accentuate
Cashplan.
cost
redistricting
the
sional
help
lower
and
have
salaries
seldom
Both attended the political picnic ples'
political disof
coarsening
the
gests
countergood
a
be
and
—
can
frushe
venting
are
governors
strapped
health
policare.
of
American
were
and
year
this
Farm
at Fancy
Washington tics been so tration over the worst state budget puncher," Black said.
course is only following broader
Unlike himself, Chandler and
introduced but not afforded speakToday
trends in American culture.
reasons
of
variety
a
give
Analysts
average
decades.
and crises in
Fletcher cannot relate to the
polarized
ing time.
Tom
Raum
By
"Look at Hollywood, look at the
political
and
civility
of
lack
the
for
narrow
under
Congress,
said.
Abner
today,
as
Kentuckian.
uncivil
him,
Despite the odds against
produced, look at what's on
Associated
movies
"In my opinion, Fletcher and
not just in the Republican control, is mired in a rage.
Abner envisions himself as asort of
Writer
Press
the language used, the
television,
find
to
difficulty
the
cite
They
though
even
but . state of near-gridlock,
capital
"Happy Gilmore" of Kentucky's Chandler live in never-never land.
Sabato said.
portrayed,"
situations
as
such
issues
on
middle
ground
away.
year
a
than
more
are
about
elections
Lworry
to•
have
counnever
the
They
across
political scene. He says he would
be any difpolitics
our
should
"Why
The Senate Judiciary Committee abortion and Iraq, deepening culturtry.
love to win but would be happy with making their rent payment or
both
ferent'?
in
desires
al
and
differences
filiDemocratic
by
whether or not they have to choose
Despite a national coming- is stymied
a decent showing.
Thomas Cronin. president of
they
"Will I win? l'cf.say I'd probably between_ mins_ their car in.surance together after thq_ terrorist attacks busters, which led, to last week's parties to right what
• see_ as past
•
College iii'WON Walla,'
Whitman
have a better chance of winning the over putting food on their table," whose two-year anniversary is this withdrawal of judicial nominee wrongs.
a leading scholar on
and
Wash.,
over
fuming
are
still
Democrats
Estrada.
Miguel
Powerball," Abner said. "But Abner said. "There's just so many week, recent polls suggest Bush has
notes that the
politics,
presidential
election
2000
the
narrow
loss
the
of
two
years,
than
more
For
Bill
as
and
Chandler
that
Fletcher
polarizing
problems
become as
stranger things have happened."
divided politically
closely
is
procountry
impeachment
the
Clinton
and
nominahis
blocked
had
Democrats
and
in
they
to
five
Reagan
because
clueless
are
Ronald
higher.
bit
a
aiming
is
Clinton,
Hillebrandt
and says that explains many of the
Richard Nixon were while in the tion for a federal appeals court ceedings.
He said 12,000 votes is a "realistic" never-never land."
.
things which both
.'mean-spirited
lingerharbor
Republicans
Many
judgeship.
White House.
Capitol, the ing resentments toward the Clinton parties have done to each other."
the
Across
"He has squandered the good will
Still, Cronin said, "Two years
Republican chairman of the House presidency and still want to settle
of the world after September I
this month, we rallied around
ago
Democrats
Senate
with
score
Rep.
the
and
Means
_Committee,
Ways
declared
D-Mass..
Kerry.
—Sett, John
and the government."
country
the
nominalast week. Kerry and the eight other Bill Thomas of California. sum- who torpedoed Reagan's
United States, he said,
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one
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a
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amount
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— vote for Bush's re-election. About former chairman of the Republican ric at Washington University in St.
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in length and we require letters be typed. The Murray Ledger
— Tom Raum
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Committee.
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Road rage on the political trail

Got Something To Say?
Write a Letter to the Editor
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Ladies of the Murray Country Club Golf

Artists' reception will
be at MSU Eagle Gallery

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community Editor

Ladies of the Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday.
Sept. 10, at the club. Tee off time is
•
9 a.m.
Pairings will be made at the tee.

A reception for Ben Mahmoud, Art Werger and
Stephen Grimmer,artists, will be Tuesday.Sept.9. at
6:30 p.m. in the Eagle Gallery of Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
This is a mixed media exhibit featuring the paintings of Chicago area artist Ben Mahmoud,the prints
of Ohio artist Art Werger, and the ceramics of
Southern Illinois artist Stephen Grimmer.
The exhibit opened Aug. 26 and will run through
Sept. 28. All exhibits are free and open to the public,
according to Jim Bryant of MSU. For information
call 762-6734.

Ladies of the Oaks Golf
The ladies of the Oaks Country
Club canceled their golf play on
Wednesday. Sept. 3, because of the
inclement weather. -- -Bridge was played . with Shirley
Wade v.inning first place and Maxa
Read, second place.

Murray-Calloway Transit Authority will have its
monthly board meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 9, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Weaks Community Center, according to Bjarne A. Hansen, MCTA
director. For information call 753-9725.

GOLDI N POND; Ky. —
-Volunteers ai e encouraged to lend a
lunLLaiL The_tand Between The
Lakes Association (LBLA) annual
Fall Shoreline titter Clean-Up at
Land Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area on Saturday.
September 20.
Participants can help with the
clean-up either by boat or by land.
Those who wish to beautify a site
accessible - from land may begin
from one of the three hub sites:
I.BL's North Welcome Station,
Fenton Camping & Special Events
Crutth Wpirnme Statinp
..Arza.,_;Aud
The course-will-he led by ShaWn
The American Red Cross-and the
be staffed ,with volunt_
will
site
Each
Cross
RedpetHumane Society of Calloway Maxwell,-a certifiedmake recommendateers
will
who
include
will
and
instructor,
aid
fitst
four-hour
a
sponsoring
County are
possahle
on
sites to be cleaned
tions
the use of an_instructional-videorand
Pet First Aid Course
at-LBL's
North and South
Milts
"up.
This will be held Saturday, Sept. opportunities to practice first aid
Stations
will be from 9
Welcome
•
,skills.
CPR
and
secthe
in
p.m.
1
13, from 9 a.m. to
at Fenton
Hours
p.m.
5
to
a.m.
The $30 class fee includes- a Pet
ond floor meeting room of the
Area
&
Special-Events
Camping
George Weaks Community Center. -.FifstT:Aid -Handbook, -- ttirplies and
a.m.
noon.
8
12
to
from
he
will
completion.
of
certificate
607 Poplar St.. Murray.
Pre-registration is required at the
"Pet first aid gives cat and dog
owners the skills necessary to tend office of the Calloway Counts
to unexpected emergencies, provid- Chapter of the American Red Cii,,,,
ing immediate and temporary care 607 Poplar St.. Murray. Checks
to an injured animal until it can be should be made to American Red
taken to a veterinarian, and to mon- Cross and can be mailed or brought
The Strength & Stretch Class at
itor their animals' health," said to the office week days from 9 a.m.
Murray-Calloway County
the
Kathy Hodge, executive director of to 4 p.m. Deadline for registration-is
is..gearing up
eorCitizeits-Ceater
the Humane Society of Calloway Thursday. Sept-4'h..- •-•-•
session.
new
a
for
the
call
information
For more
County.
The class will meet in the gym
Course participants will receive Red Cross office at 753-1421 or the
Tuesday and Thursday mornings
on
the book,"Pet First Aid for Cats and Humane Society at 759-1884. All ,
8 to 9 a.m.
from
stuffed
a
bring
to
need
Dogs," developed by the American participants
Led by Dr. Betty. Rose _Railey,
Red Cross and the Iliimane Society &finial; preferably-a dog or eatfor
this is a joint friendly strength traindemonstration purposes.
of the United States.
ing program with low impact aerobics, designed for people 60 and
older.
Dr. Railey has 20 years experience teaching phy'sical education
JOHN WHL,HT Ledger & I IITIOS photo

Cub Scout Pack plans sign-up
Cub Scout Pack 982 will have a sign-up meetingon Tuesday, Sept. 9, at
6:30 p.m. at the Ellis Center. This is open to all boys in first through fifth
grades. For more information call Stacy Clere, cubmaster at 753-5000.

Eastern Star Chapter to meet Tuesday
- -Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will

meet
Tuesday. Sept. 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple, Highway 121 North
at Robertson Road North, Murray. Officers will be elected and all members
are urged to attend, according to Cathy Tinsley, worthy matron.

Dexter town meeting Tuesday
Dexter town meeting will be Tuesday, Sept. 9, at 6 p.m. at the Dexter
Community Center. A hot dog potluck will be served. All area residents are
invited.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday, Sept. 9,from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Weaks
Community Center. Persons are asked to note the na ge i.n meting

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer blood
pressure and pulse checks and liquid profiles Tuesday. Sept. 10,from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. at Senior Citizen Center at Puryear, Tenn., and from I to 3
p.m. at BB&T T at Hazel; and on Wednesday, Sept. 10, from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Center for Health & Wellness, Murray. For
in onnation call 762-1-348:

Parkinson's group will meet
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Sept. 9, at noon at the
Weaks Community Center. For information call Dixie Hopkins at 7536001.

CCHS has peal stickers in office

Calloway County High School has peal stickers in the front office that
can be used to correct the misprint on page 132 of the 2003 Laker yearbook.
Persons may pickup one of these stickers at anytime during the regular
school day.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (S.O.S.) will meet Tuesday, Sept. 9, at 7 p.m. at the
Weaks Community Center. This will be "Dear Abby" night. This is a group
for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For more information call Jackie at 1-270-Z4Z-7754 or Shirley at 753-6224.

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday
Carol Lane, field service supervisor of Family Support Services, will
speak about "Medicaid Update" at the meeting of Alzheimer's Disease
Education/Support Group Tuesday, Sept. 9, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Cindy
Ragsdale, licensed social worker, at 762-1108.

THEOS meeting will be Tuesday

THEOS(They Help Each Other Spiritually) will meet Tuesday, Sept. 9,
at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Lillian Steele will present the program. The group will go later to eat at Sirloin Stockade. This is
for any person who has lost a spouse through death. For information call
Steele at 753-2875, Opal Howard at 753-1998. or Karen Isaacs at 753-2411.
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Wednesday, Sept. 10, at 4:30 p.m. in the media center. Agenda items
include Amend Comprehensive School Improvement Plan/Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools, ESS Summer School report and selection of delegates to KASC. The meeting is open to the public.

•

HONORING A REALLY GOOD 'FELLOW'... Bill Miller, district
governor, presents a medallion to Rotary-Club of Murray
member Ed Shinners in honor of Shinners receiving the Paul
Morrif. Fellow award at the Murray club's meeting last
Thursday at Pagliai's.

Pet First Aid Course
will be offered here

Participants who w ish to w or k
from boat will meet a volunteer captain_at one of several marinas w here
they will be escorted by boat to an
assigned stretch of shoreline. Boat
clean-up hours are from 8 a.m. to 12
noon. Boats are also needed to
escort volunteers, _especially: pop-.
toons and flat bottom (John) boats
"This is a great opportunity tilr
families, and especially groups.
who want to demonstrate their
appreciation for the environment."
said Gaye Luber, director of LB LA.
"It's a nice way to spend a fall day
arid givesyou. the catisfactio

making a contribution to your coinmunity.7
The Fall Shoreline Litter Clean-up is a-good way to begin a memorable tradition within your family.
scout, church, or civic group. Call
270424-2088- or 1 -800-455-5fI97
for detailed information.

Strength, stretch class to start
at Senior Citizens Center here
and user It ears experience volunteering with older adult exercise
classes.
There is no fee for the class to be
held at the Weaks Communit‘
Center,607 Poplar St., Murray.
For more information call 7530929

Artists in Christian Testimony
sponsoring talent search
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Artists
in Christian Testimony (A.C.T.) has
announced its sponsorship of
Embassy Music's Ultimate Talent
Search and Seminars for unsigned
singers and songwriters.
The event will offer over
$50,000 in prizes which includes a
single song-publishing contract for
the grand prize winning song.
The grand prize winning artist
will have a single recorded and distributed nationwide as a special
insert in R& R magazine, trade publication for the music industry.
In addition all artist finalists will
have the opportunity to showcase in
front of a judging panel comprised
of managers, producers, publishers
and records labels within the

KIDS ARE BACK IN SCHOOL!
Take Time for Yourself...

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

MATINEES SAT. & SUN. ONLY
The Order
R - 7:15 -9:30
Seabiscuit
PG13 - 7:00
My Boss's Daughter
PG13 - 9:40
Freaky Friday
PG - 7:00 - 9:10
Jeepers Creepers 2
R - 7:20 - 9:40
Open Range
R - 7:05 - 9:55
S.W.A.T.
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:50

On Wednesday. Sept. 10, a golf
scramble will be played v,ith .1 9
a.m. starting time.
Pairings will be made at tht.:-t-litt,
house prior to play..
Hostesses v. ill he Janet Kut k and
Kitty Steele

Volunteers needed for 1,131:s
litter clean-up on Sept. 20

Transit Authority board will meet

CCHS Council to meet Wednesday

Because of inclement weather.
the "Goofy Golf Scramble" v. as
canceled_ on Sept. 3. Hopefully. ii
can be rescheduled at a later date.

Christian music community.
Entry forms are now available
and can be obtained by visiting
www.embassymusic.com or by
calling the Ultimate Helpline at 1614-345-2500. Entries must be
received by Friday. Oct. 24, 2003.
A.C.T. is a non-profit missions
and ministry organization that exists
to help release and army of worship,
music and arts ministry specialists
into Christian ministry around the
world.

Happy
Birthday
Jennie

(The Essential-(Day Spa
•MASSAGE THERAPY • FACIALS •HAIRCARE
.SUGARING •MANICURES AND PEDICURES
.AROMATHERAPY 'BODY WRAPS
4.-4111
An

AVEDA
Concept Salon

Gift Certificates Available
Named Oir of America's Fastest
Growing Salons
Mon.-Thurs. 9-8, Fri. 9-5, Sat. 8-2
1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray • 270-7(7-0760
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VISITORS
WELCOME

/

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray Paris Road
Hazel, Kentucky

JOIN
NOW

50% Off

September 7-109 2003
10z00 a.m.
.Sunday-Bible Glass

SERVICE
FEE

Curves, the World's largest fitness
franchise offers...
• A 30 minute total body workout
• Strength training designed for women
• On site weight loss guidance

Sunday Worship Service
. Sunday Evening Worship
Monday-Wednesday Evening

i‘

10:45 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Speak('r:
James Boyd

Freddy vs. Jason

McMinnville,TN

R - 7:35 - 9:45

tit
.„..„, '--SCHEDULE GOOD THRU SEPT. 11
Program Information Call 753-3314

1608 Hwy. 121 N.
Murray, KY
759-1400

1769 Mayfield Hvii. #5
Benton, KY
252-3399

3420 Park Ave. Suite
Paducah, KN
575-3800

C,7--,
..,

im,./.

lw

All are invited to a potluck meal Mi.olvingthe Sunday Morning Service.
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Sudden death syndrome can
have effect on soybeans

Tips offered for
curing burley
tobacco
allows bactenal action to accelerK
PRINCETON,
Kentucky's burley harvest is under ate and cause rotting. Low humidway and is being affected Orless ity "below 50 percent" for several
days can desiccate the leaf moisthan optimal weather conditions.
Frequent- rains can interrupt a ture, stop chemioal reactions and
timely harvest, reduce the opportu- set undesirable green or yellow
nity for field wilt, increase the colors in the leaf.
During warm humid weather,
likelihood of having dirt splatter
the tobacco is still green to
when
field
the
in
onto harvested tobacco
and cause high humidity curing yellow in color, Duncan suggests
problems both in the barn and in keeping the barn ventilator doors
field - curing structures, said open daily and allow maximum air
George Duncan, a University of ventilation though the tobacco.
Supplemental air movement using
Kentucky agricultural engineer.
large fans can improve the airflow
houswhen
curing
with
To help
ing tobacco in a barn, space it on through the tobacco and increase
tier rails to prevent overlap of moisture removal. Field structures
green tips on the dry flyings. This need to have the plastic sides
is done by staggering the sticks of rolled up for cross ventilation.
If the weather turns dry for a
tobacco on the tier rails or only
or longer and the tobacco
week
barn
if
tier
other
every
hanging
space allows. For field structures, does not become pliable each
do not force the sticks of tobacco night, the barn ventilator doors
tightly against one another. Space need to be opened at night to all
the sticks four to five inches apart any nighttime moisture into the
this year with this big. green, barn and closed early in the mornmoisture laden crop, Duncan said. ing to contain as much moisture as
Regular attention to and man- possible in the barn during the hot,
-iron- - dry part of the day. The addition of
agement of thi- Curing: "env
the ---moisture by misting nozzles or
provide
ment is important to
best possible conditions for venti- other humidification equipment
can help, he said.
lating and curing tobacco.
Field curing structures need the
"Curing burley is not just dryon the windward side lowplastic
a
"but
said,
Duncan
leaf,"
the
ing
four-week to six-week process that ered, but need the other side open
allows chemical changes to occur to allow any dew and moisture at
night to infiltrate the leaf.
as the leaf dries."
Remove and strip tobacco from
Good burley curing in the barn
or field structure requires daily field curing structures as soon as
average humidity of about 65 to 70 possible after curing is complete to
percent to sustain enough leaf prevent damage from fall winds
moisture for the necessary chemi- and storms, Duncan said.
"There are various instruments
cal changes to produce the tan and
brown leaf colors. Cool fall tem- available for $25 or more that can
peratures below 50 to 60 degrees give reliable relative humidity
are detrimental to good burley cur- readings when used and protected
ing, he said.Consecutive days of carefully." he said. "Obtaining one
high or low humidity can also of these may be the best investcause problems. Humidity above ment you can make, in knowing
80 percent for three consecutive how to properly manage your
—it— tobacco curing environment.days in a warm einvifonmer

Q.
Ci`•

legs near the middle of the body; a
There are the early to mid-reproductive stages a considerable distance.
in
an
practices,
The
few
following
and
loopers will have two pairs.
flower
by
several fungus may be accompanied
*diseases that -- -pod abortion and-dropping of devel- integrated approach, should help GCW larvae wiggle violently when
soy- oping pods. Fully expanded pods, reduce the overall impact of SDS:
affect
disturbed.
• Plant cultivars which have perbeans. Some although they may ripen prematureGreen cloverworms feed extenformed well in the presence of SDS. sively on soybean leaves. Young lardiseases, like ly, rarely fall off the plant.
• Plant more than one cultivar, vae
downy
In addition to foliar symptoms,
skeletonize the underside of the
mildew, are plants with sudden death syndrome preferably from different maturity
leaf. Older larvae eat all of the leaf
common in will also show characteristic symp- groups.
Kentucky soy- toms of the roots and stems. Root
For full season soybeans, delay except large veins. Generally, they
Agriculture bean fields but
first feed on the top 1/3 of the plant.
symptoms will be present before planting for as long as possible.
Update
produce
rarely
foliar symptoms and appear as a Early May plantings are at generally This often gives the plants a badlyBy Lloyd
a serious prob- general deterioration of taproots and higher risk than are late May/early damaged appearance long before
Weatherly
Other lateral roots. Nitrogen-fixing nod- June plantings.
km.
economic damage has occurred.
Calloway County. diseases, like ules, present on the soybean roots,
To check for economic treatment
• Plant parts of fields or different
Agriculture
sudden death deteriorate and are non-functional. cultivars at different times.
levels of green cloverworms, use a
Extension Agent syndrome,
• Use cultural practices which drop cloth and check several spots
The internal portion of affected taphave -. the roots will turn a milky gray-brown. reduce plant stress such as good ferin a field. The treatment threshold is
potential to cause significant yield This general discoloration will tility and weed control.
20 or more GCW per
commonly
losses. Sudden death syndrome extend up the stem for several
Improve drainage of field.
row
foot.
"hot
in
(SDS)-- nstraily develops
• Harvest affected fields in a
nodes, but the stem core- remains a
In most years, planting on time
spots" in a field and then progresses healthy color of white. SDS appears timely fashion.
and
natural controls will keep GCW
to the remainder of the field. to be most common in fields with
from
becoming a problem. In the
symptoms
Affected plants develop
GREEN CLOVERWORMS
high soil fertility and a soybean cyst
about the mid pod-fill stage of nematode problem.
where economic populafew
cases
FEED ON SOYBEAN FOLIAGE
development. Symptoms get protions
'arise,
insecticides for control
Green cloverworms (GCW), one
Sudden death syndrome is
gressively worse until the plants die.
be found in the UK
GCW
can
of
feeding
leaf
caused by a strain of the common of the most common
Foliar symptoms will first appear
are
ns pub2003
Insect
soybeans,
in
Recommendatio
Kenipetcy
&-A,L_insecLi
soil-fungus_Eusaiium_solania
as random, irregularly
primary feeding on foliage in many soybean lication available 'at the Extension
the
is
FS-A
Although
low blotches between the veins oforganism associated with SDS fields in West Kentucky.,However,it - " office.
leaves. The blotches can start at any
may also be is generally of minor importance
level in the canopy of-plants. As the other pathogens
development. because of the soybean plant's abilidisease
in
involved
Educational programs of the
disease progresses, blotches run
the
are
result of root ty to compensate for foliage losses. Kentucky Cooperative Extension
symptoms
SDS
together and tissue between the
The slender, light green caterpil- Service serve all people regardless
veins dies, but the veins remain infections by FS-A. The fungus canhave three pairs of white stripes
lars
tissue
green. Diseased leaves may be dis- not be isolated from plant
ofrace, color, age, sex, religion, disrun the length of the body.
that
suggests
line,
which
soil
the
above
tinctly curled due to excessive dryof legs near the ability or national origin. University'
ing of diseased tissue. Infected that foliar symptoms may be the There are three pairs
of Kentucky, Kentucky State'
leaflets drop from plants, but the result of a fungus-produced toxin. head, three pairs of fleshy legs near University, U.S. Department of
of
pair
a
and
body,
the
of
middle
the
SDS
for
leaf petioles usually remain attached Fields should be observed
Agriculture, and Kentucky counties,
to the plant. Severe defoliation in every two weeks from pod fill until fleshy legs at the tail end. Most soymaturity. SDS can be detected from bean caterpillars have four pairs of cooperating.

Find Everything
You Need Here
In
The Ledger
& Times
...

Murray
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Continuing Education & Academic Outreach

(/40miouni.
3 Wednesdays
October 8-29
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Introduction to Adobe Photoshop
3 Thursdays. Sept. 11-25
Nov. 20-Dec 11
Thursdays,
3
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Computers for Senior Citizens
3 Tuesdays
October 14-28
4:00 - 5:30 p.m.

Basics of Web Site
Construction

Ten free white pine trees will be
given to each person who joins-The
National Arbor Day Foundation
during September 2003.
The free trees are part of the nonprofit Foundation's Trees for
America campaign.
"The white pines will add yearround beauty to your home and

Not lust About
Life Insurance

,c/w01.0n

Introduction to Computers:
The Hands-On Way

Arbor Day Foundation
giving away pine trees

Internet & E-mail
Workshop
1 Thursday
October 23
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Introduction to
Microsoft PowerPoint

• Long Term Care
• Annuities
• Income Protection
• Group Benefits
• Business Insurance

Fall crop insurance
deadline nears

Kydn Edwdrds
New

York Life
Insurance
Company

3 Thursdays
October 2- 16
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

2 Tuesdays
Sept. 30 - Oct. 7
6:00 - 8:00 ..m.

Introduction to
Microsoft Word

Introduction to
Microsoft Access

3 Mondays
Nov. 17- Dec. 1
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

3 Mondays, Sept. 8-22
3 Thursdays, Oct. 30-Nov. 13
6:00 -8:00 ..m.

3 Tuesdays, Sept 9-23
3 Tuesdays. Nov. 18-Dec 3
6:00- 8:00 p.m.

.
The Company You Keep

Special Topics in
Microsoft Word

Special Topics in
Microsoft Access

ACT Prep
Workshop

(270) 753-2007
211 Maple St., Murray

Introduction to
Microsoft Excel

3 Mondays
Oct. 28 - Nov. 11
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Grant Proposal Writing Professional Presence for
3 Mondays
Oct. 27- Nov. 10
6:00 - 8:00 ..m.

Workshop
1 Friday - TBA
8.00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Discovering Your Family Heritage
2 Tues. & 1 Thurs.
Oct. 21. 23. 28
1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

Advanced Cake Decorating
3 Tuesdays
November 4- 18
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Admin. Assistants

Half-Day Workshops
TBA
9:00 a.m. - Noon

Professional Presence
for Managers

3 Tuesdays
Nov 4- 18
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

1 Thursday
November 20
4:00 - 6:00 sm.

Introduction to Wines

Cake Decorating
For Beginners

4 Wednesdays
Oct. 22- Nov. 12
7:00 - 8:30 p.m.

be insured with the traditional
Multiple Peril Crop Insurance
(MPCI). Winter wheat can also be
insured with Crop Revenue
Revenue
(CRC),
Coverage
Assurance (RA) and Group Risk
Plan (GRP).
Not all crops, nor all types of
policies are available in every county. To learn more and to sign up for
crop insurance, or to make any
changes to existing policies, producers must contact a private crop
insurance agent before the Sept. 30
deadline.

ONE-DAY-ONLY CLEARANCE SALE!
Saturday, Sept. 13th • 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
All Pre-Owned Lawn and
Garden Tractors Priced To Sell!

3 Mondays
October 6-20
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
1 Saturday
December 6
2:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Kentucky producers of winter
wheat and barley have until Sept. 30
to sign up for federally subsidized
crop insurance, or to make any
changes tal existing policies.
Kentucky farmers were paid over
$30 million in crop insurance
indemnities for last year's crop losses. Nationwide, crop insurance paid
out more than $4 billion for losses
suffered in 2002. For the first time,
crop insurance surpassed federal
disaster programs to become the
largest part of the nation's safety net
for farmers.
Winter wheat and barley can both

LOOKING FOR A MOWER?

, •

Piano Lessons for Busy People How to Play Piano by Ear
1 Saturday
December 6
9-30 a m. - 1.00 p.m.

neighborhood," John Rosenow, the grow or they will be replaced free of
foundation's president, said. "They charge.
Members also receive a subscripare fast-growing landscape trees
to Arbor Day, the foundation's
tion
with soft needles and graceful
publication, and "The
bi-monthly
branching.
with information about
Book,"
Tree
specimen
"You can use them as
and care.
planting
tree
windor
trees or as a privacy screen
a member of the
become
To
sheared
break — even as a beautiful
receive the free
and
Foundation
hedge."
to Ten
contribution
$10
a
send
trees,
postshipped
be
will
The trees
National
Trees,
Pine
White
Free
planting
for
time
right
paid at the
between Oct. 15 and Dec. 10 with Arbor Day Foundation, 100 Arbor
enclosed planting instructions. The Avenue, Nebraska City, Neb.68410,
6- to 12-inch trees are guaranteed to by Sept. 30.
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Serving The Nlurray Area Since 1934.

21046113659; 11800166917654 !xi. 3659

mE

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut St.•(270)753-3062 • 1-800-852-9736

This Land is Our Land Protect It Through

CALLO WAY COUNTY CONSERVATION
DISTRICT'S ANNUAL REPORT
FOR FISCAL YEAR 2003

Ron talent with the Division of Forestry demonstrating
the use offire safety equipmentfor the400fifth grade
students who attended Youth Ag Day from the local
schoolsfrom Murray and Calloway.

4 new grass waterway has been established with a riprap grade stabilization structure on Sherrill Gargus
farm southwest of Murray. Both erosion control practices along with the landowner no-till cropping system
helps prevent gully erosion and improves water quality.

The conservation district honored Pat Scott and Robert
Trenholm for their help with the safety programs during the year. Pat and the other fireman helps us by
demonstrating safety around farm machinery. Robert
helps us by providing the Fire House for the elementary students to escapefrom a burning house.

At the annual awards banquet Randy McCallon,
awarded the scholarships sponsored by the Calloway
Co. Conservation District to some high school students
and upper classman. Pictured are the recipients for
2003: Ashley Adams, Derek Lawson, Lorne Stanfa,
Racheal Grogan, Stephanie Spann. Not pictured was
Stacey Arnett. The students must attend Murray State
University and major in Agriculture.

Shown above is Dr. David Ferguson, MSC Agriculture
teacher standing in the completed Agrichemical
Handling facility area that was built in conjunction
with the Pullen Farm Agricultural and Environmental
Center. Murray State University School of Agriculture
received a environmental grant for a demonstration
project through KY's State Cost Share Program.

CALLOWAY COUNTY\
CONSERVATION/DISTRICT

The District has completed its 54th year of operation as organized under the
Kentucky Revised Statues. Its purpose is to plan and carry out a program of
work to use those renewable natural resources of land, water, woodland, and
wildlife for the best interest of everyone in Calloway County.
Emphasis has been placed on a balanced soil and water conservation program
in planning awl application. Through the technical assistance of the NRCS,the
following conservation practices were installed in the county: no-till, minimum
tillage, conservation cropping systems, contour farming, crop residue management, pasture and hayland planting, wildlife habitat management, tree planting,
critical area planting, woodland improvement, ponds, diversion ditches, grass
waterways, field borders, filter strips, firebreaks, animal waste storage facilities, agrichemical handling facilities, cattle panel and rip-rap grade stabilization structures.
The District has a memorandum agreement with the Kentucky Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet, Division of
Conservation and USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).
The Calloway County Fiscal Court has been valuable in assisting the financing of the district program. From this support, the district was able to maintain
program operation and to help cover the cost of employing Cindy Cossey,
Administrative Secretary, and Jamie Stockdale, Water Quality Specialist. A
total of 2959 tracts, 1895 farms and 176,016.2 acres have Ag Water Qualify
Plans developed since 1996 in Calloway County.
Through the KY Soil Erosion and Water Quality State Cost-Share program
eighteen applications were processed and submitted and two were approved
and funded. One of these approved practices is an environmental grant for an
Agri-Chemical mixing station located at Murray State University.
Conservation planning assistance was provided in preparing 76 Conservation
Reserve Program(CRP) plans for the Farm Service Agency (FSA). Installation
of water quality practices continued on 44 Environmental Quality Incentives
program (EQIP)contracts that were funded during 1998 to 2002. We had nine
new EQIP contracts that wcre funded for 2003.
During the year, the district sponsored several educational related projects. A
Conservation Awards banquet, with awards being presented for the
Conservation Art and Writing winners, Master Conservationist, Outstanding
Cooperator, and other honor award winners were recognized and awards were
presented. There were 433 students participating in the conservation writing
contest and 495 students entered the conservation art contest. The
Conservation District also supports our high school and college students by
giving four $500 Upper Class scholarships and two $500 incoming freshman
scholarships for students attending Murray State University. The district organized and sponsored Youth Ag Day for about 400 fifth grade students from four
local schools and Murray Calloway Christian Home Educators. This event was
held on the Murray State University farm and approximately 60 earth team volunteers helped with this event. The District purchased and distributed over
4,000 tree seedlings to the general public with the help of the Calloway County
High School's Agriculture Department and the Kentucky Division of Forestry.
Calloway Co. FFA officers and members not only helped with youth Ag Day
and tree seedlings distribution, but teams went into the elementary school
classrooms and demonstrated lesson plans that show why agriculture is important to everyone. The Conservation District is happy to help sponsor the
Envirothon Team from Calloway Co. High School. The district also sponsored
two safety days - one for the two high schools and two middle schools and one
for an elementary school in the county/city school systems. The Conservation
District helped sponsor the KY Agriculture and Environment in the Classroom
workshop for teachers along with the Center for Environmental Education and
the School of Agriculture at Murray State University. The district supports Soil
Stewardship week by distributing booklets, bookmarks and information posters
to schools and the Calloway County Public library. The district has a no-till
drill that has been rented by local farmers through Southern States CoOperative.
The District was asked to write another grant application for grants to the KY
Agriculture Development Council for Agricultural. Diversification which
should be completed in 2003. Genetic Improvement for Beef Cattle was completed in 2002, with the Cattle Handling Facilities being funded and completed in 2003. Applications were taken in the spring of 2002 for these programs
with a total of 54 landowners requesting assistance.
The District wishes to express its appreciation to all who helped make this a
successful year in soil and water conservation: the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) for furnishing technical assistance through
Steve Alcott, District Conservationist: Donna Gilland, and Shea Sykes, Soil
Conservationists, the Kentucky Division of Conservation and Calloway
County Fiscal Court for financial aid. the Farm Service Agency (FSA)for costshare on conservation practices. the Extension Service. Calloway County
Young Farmers Association, and the Farm Bureau Federation for educational
help, the Murray Ledger and Times for publishing news articles, local radio
and TV station for news releases, Kentucky Division of Conservation,
Kentucky Division of Forestry, Kentucky Department of Agriculture.
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife, Murray State University
Agricultural Department, Murray and Calloway School systems and teachers.
Chemical and Fertilizer companies. Agribusiness, Local Banks, Civic Clubs.
and churches of the county. The report respectfully submitted by Larr.), Gilbert.
Chairman: Randy McCallon. Vice-Chairman: Marty Can-away. Secretary Treasurer; Larry Hale, Member: Mark Wilson. Member: Gary Haneline.
Member; and Henry Armstrong, Member.

The district host an Art contestfor 1st- 5th grades pictured are the 1st place school winners: Emily Denham.
Erin Jones, Tabitha Warren, Jade Primicus. and
candle Corn.

A livestock ramp on the Mark Cassity farm that provides water for cattle while limiting their access to the
creek. This is a cost share practice through the
Environmental Quality Incentive Program, part of a
fencing practice.

The conservation district sponsors two safety days during the year, one for the high school/middle school
level and one at the elementary school level. Pictured
above is Jason Hodges with the KY Dept. ofAg. Horn(
and Farm Safety, demonstrating an ATV rollover.

Billy Smith is observing the construction of his conic
panel grade stabilization structure after the installation
of pipe. Rip-rap will be added to help stabilize the outlet ofa new grass waterway that will be built.

The conservation district helped sponsor the Al
Agriculture and Environment in the Classroom
Workshop to encourage teachers to incorporate Agrelated lessons into their curriculum. Shown above is
the class during a tour on John and Rich Murdock 's
farm.

CALLOWAY COUNTY\
S.,CONSERVATION/DISTRICT
Kentucky
767-0491
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University of Louisville's new
• president to be inaugurated
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
University of Louisville will hoist,
an inaugyration for,new president
James R. Ramsey iyi Tuesday, as
the university copes with state
budget cuts and questions surrounding Ramsey's predecessor.
Rainsey is scheduled to discuss
the school's future at the 2 p.m. ceremony. which will formally recogniie Raiiisey as the university's
17th president.
It marks a new day in the institution.- said Rae Goldsmith, a unisersity spokeswoman. "We really
left- and-the president realtyfelt an
inauguration is a really symbolic
es ent 14 the campus in the way a
miniencement is."

The speech comes as university
auditors examine the travel and
entertainment expenditures of
predecessor, John
Ramsey's
Shumaker.
Shumaker was U of L's president
from 1995 to 2002, when he left to
become president of the University
of Tennessee. He resigned that post
last month after questions were
raised about his use of that university's jet and credit card, and about
his use of no-bid contracts. A UT
audit found nearly $32,000 in
"questionable" expenditures.
•UofIL- auditors hoped to have
completed their review, which is
focused on Shumaker's spending
from 1999 to 2002, by now hut they

continue to work on it, Goldsmith
said.
Ramsey was named president on
Nov. 14 after being chosen as its
acting president on Sept. 2.
Before joining UofL, Ramsey
was Gov. Paul Patton's budget
director and held a faculty position
in .economics and public policy at
the university.
On Tuesday, Ramsey will attend
a reception at the university's
health sciences campus downtown
and a picnic with students on campus before the ceremony.
The inaugural will cost_ about
$60,000, which will be paid for
with private donations, Goldstinith
said.
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Timber areas put up for auction in Big Sandy
BIG SANDY, Tenn. (AP) — about the effects of extensive cutting hunters.
-Across -a hilly swath of Benton by big timber companies. Now, he
"From a conservation stand point,
County. large tracts owned by the wonders what will happen as their it really troubles us to see large conMeadWestyaco Corp, timber comp_aT lands are sold off.
tiguous .tracts being carved up and
ny have been sliced into parcels as - The situation in Benton County is sold to multiple owners for multiple
small as five acres and put up for auc- part of a trend that could have far- uses," Reggie Reeves, director of the
tion.
reaching environmental and recre- division of natural heritage in the
Ray Douglas, the county's road ational implications. Motivated by Tennessee
Department
of
superintendent, normally worries glutted markets and rising taxes and Environment and Conservation, told
ownership costs, many large timber- The Commercial Appeal of
industry firms are selling off huge Memphis. "We don't know what's
chunks of forest in Tennessee.
going to happen to this land."
The development is significant
• Over the past few years, compabecause the timber industry as recent- nies like Memphis-based Andersonly as 1999 owned 1.4 million of the Tully
Co.,
Bowater
Inc.,
pearly 14 million acres of forest in MeadWestvaco and Weyerhaeuser
Tennessee.
Co. have put hundreds of thousands
State officials and environmental- of acres of forest on the market.
Home.
ists, noting that tight budgets virtual- MeadWestvaco alone sold 82,000
Auto
- ly rule-out public acquisitions of the acres in central Tennessee and _north...—
Form
property, say.the sales could fragment ern Alabama and now has 11,244
-forest habitats-and bring-development -acres for sale- in-Bentita,-,Carroll and.
IRA's
to lands that long have been open to Henry counties.
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TRUCKLOAD SALE!
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CHRIS PuTMAN/AP Photo

SING A SONG ... (top) Hootie
& The Blowfish perform during the Farm Aid 2003 concert
at Germain Amphitheater in
Columbus, Ohio, Sunday,
Sept. 7, 2003. Pictured from
left to right are: Dean Felber,
Darius Rucker and Mark
Bryan. (Bottom right) Heidi
Newfield of Trick Pony and
Willie Nelson perform during
the Farm Aid 2003 concert at
Germain Amphitheater in
Columbus, Ohio, Sunday.
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All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming "Readers Choice 2003" section, we're asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses, we want to know who your favorites are! To add your votes to this year's poll, just
fill out the form below and send it to us before September 17th. To thank you for your participation, your name will automatically be entered into a random
drawing to win one of two $100 cash prizes.

'READERS CHOICE'

RLTH CLUI

Favorite Dessert

Favorite Grocery Store

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite Family Practitioner

Favorite Burger

Favorite Golf Course

Favorite Music Store

Favorite Day Care

Favorite French Fries

Favorite Elected Official

Favorite Gift Shop

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Pizza

Fa%orite Broker/Investment Firm

Favorite Ladies Boutique

Favorite Carpet Cleaner

Favorite Breakfast

Favorite Real Estate Agency

Favorite Clothing Store

Favorite Appliance Store

Favorite Deli

Favorite Real Estate Agent

Favorite Insurance Agency

Favorite Bookstore

Favorite Milkshake

Favorite Florist

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite Optometrist

Favorite Steak House

Favorite Auto Dealer

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Physical Therapist

Favorite Home Cooking

Favorite Gas Station

Favorite Veterinarian

Favorite Nail Technician
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!READERS' CHOICE]

1 LOCAL 4
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.
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.
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1 111111%siftt
'READERS CHOICEI

PLACES TO
VIET pi
liftaamenollo.

4Pkame include name of colon

Favorite After 5 Hangout

Favorite Video Rental

Favorite Cell Phone Provider

Favorite Fitness Center

Favorite Coffee

Favorite Ice Cream

Favorite Furniture Store

Favorite Obstetrician

Favorite Restaurant

Favorite Tanning Bed

Favorite Hotel

Favorite Cable Provider

Favorite Mexican Restaurant

Favorite Drug Store

Favorite Dry Cleaner

Favorite Towing Service

Favorite Chinese Restaurant

Favorite Attorney

Favorite Consignment Shop

Favorite BBQ

Favorite Landscaping/Lawn Service

Favorite Styling Salon

Favorite Hardware Store

Favorite Bakery

Favorite Bank

Favorite Barber Shop

Favorite Phimbing Service

Favorite Bank teller

Favorite Dentist

Favorite Men's Storo•

1:1311:1333
!READERS'

CHOICE!

6.664.6.1.1JAA.61Z2zi
Pc47S CHOICE'

FILTH CLUI

- Favorite Pharmacist(Person)

11
6441.4.1.A.A.kuul•14416

Fa‘orite Place to get Catfish

Please include name ,1 Bank

I

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite Produce

Favorite Orthodontist

Fa‘orite Waiter/Waitress
.Pteme include name of rmisuranli

You may cast as many ballots as you wish Photo copies of ballots will not be accepted
Good luck and thanks for your participation Look for your local favorites in our special 'Best of Calloway County Readers' Choice 2003" section
Mail ballot to P.O Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or drop off at.
loor
tiolav
oloommignsimmitmit

Name
,PEADERS
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!READERS CHOICE!

IMES

1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray, KY 42071
Contest Rules:
Must be at least 18 years of age to enter- Employees of this newspaper and contest sponsors and their immediate families are not eligible 2 Entries ,riusf be received by-this newspapfbefore 5 p m on Sept 17Th 3 .cosh orize winners will be selected via random drawing Decision of judges is final.
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Two U.S. soldiers are
nd4c1 in Iraqi attack
The_ bloodless raid in volie.eci three
BAGHDAD, Iraq --- AP) — goals I have set oat," Prime Minister
Insurgents broke a period of relative Tony Blair's official spokesman companies from the 1st Battalion,
22nd Infantry Regiment of the 4th
calm with a bomb attack today that said.
Also, the U.S. administrator for Infantry Division in Hunivees,
wounded two U.S. soldiers in
Baghdad, while Britain said it Iraq said that the United States had Bradley fighting vehicles and 5-ton
would send 1,200 More troops to committed an unprecedented sum trucks.
for rebuilding the country.
bolster coalition forces in Iraq.
"All those targeted were
L. Paul Bremer's remarks involved in attacks on coalition
Iraqi guerrillas attacked an
American patrol in Baghdad with expanded on those of President forces and government officials."
explosives as soldiers were driving Bush, who told the American people said Lt. Col. Steve Russell, 1st
out of _a tunnel in the center of the Sunday night that he would ask
Battalion. commander. "The mescity, the military said. The attack Congress for $87 billion for the next sage we communicate is if you
',minded two soldiers, damaged --fiscal year' for the military occupa- involve (yourself) in this type of
two Humvees, one of which turned tion and reconstruction of Iraq. Of activity, we will hunt you down or
the total request, $21 billion would
over and caught fire.
we will kill you."
There have been no reports of go for rebuilding.
Meanwhile, Iraq's new Foreign
new
Iraq's
with
After a meeting
U.S. combat deaths in the last few
Hoshyar Zebari arrived in
Minister
days, and on Sunday afternoon, mil- Public Works Minister Nesreen
try to claim his country's
Cairo
to
itary spokesman, Lt. Col. George Berwari, a Kurdish woman, Bremer
of ministers of the
a
meeting
seat
at
would
United
States
Krivo, said the U.S. military had promised the
completed a 24-hour period in not leave Iraq before its mission was Arab League, which has been reluctant to recognize the_legitimacy_of
which no Athetleart soldiers 1=1-- complete.
Iraq's U.S.-appointed Governing
largest
non"This is one of the
been killed or wounded. The nearCouncil.
requested
in
budgets
military
troops
American
daily attacks on
Iraq's seat on the pan-Arab
have become a serious problem for American history," Bremer said. "It
the Bush administration, and it has amounts to more than 10 times more group's council of ministers has
called for help from other countries than the United States has ever remained empty since Saddam •
spent in a year in any country.
to restore security.
Hussein's ouster in April.
"And it's a clear, dramatic illusBritain said Monday that it will
Zebari, also a member of Iraq's
send two additional battalions to tration of the fact that the American Kurdish minority who was sworn in
Iraq, adding 1,200 troops to ,its people are going in finish the job we as foreign minister on Wednesday,
forces on the ground. Britain has started when we liberated Iraq some did not speak to reporters on his
four months ago," the 61-year-old arrival. He said Sunday in Baghdad_
11,000 troops in the country.
"We will immediately take s!eps former counterterrorism expert said. that he would attend the two-day
Before dawn Monday, more than Arab League meeting to claim
... to allow further deployments as
rapidly as possible in response to 100 U.S. troops stormed houses in Baghdad's seat in the organization,
this accelerating program of work," Saddam Hussein's hometown of
t be f it.
_Defense_ Secretary Geoff Hoon told Tikrit„ searching for Saddam loyal- ...,
--Our.vat has_not__beeoabolished
Isis accused of tinancifig Ofcm
Parliament.
and we are going with a positive
_ Some I2°-5e!...YiSelnen=were-sent- - nating attaekson Amepican-soldiers, --illitude,tue.i.ai-d.,
-Sted, the
'
- Wanted Ma Were arre
to Iraq from Cyprus over the week- (our
- Amr Moussa,-the league's secreend-The Ministry of Defense said military said.
has hinted that the bloc
-tary-generat,
Acting on tips from Iraqis
they were included in the 1,200
the
recognize
finally
may
as
previous
raids
as
well
detained
in
deployment
was
troops whose
legitimate
as
a
Governing
Council
intelligence sources, the troops
announced today.
'9his4esponseis_nota.kne0erk____ stunned houses iodowntown Tikrit government and include it in the 22response to recent attacks. It's part almost simultaneously, catching the member organization. But he said
the ministers must decide.
of a strategic plan to achieve the men asleep.

'ban strike
wounds two American soldiers
KANDAHAR, Afghanistan (AP)
— Suspected Taliban insurgents
killed five Afghan government
troops and wounded two U.S. soldiers in attacks in the south and east
of Afghanistan, Afghan and U.S.
military officials said today.
The Afghan troops were
patrolling late Sunday in a pickup
truck through Kighai mountain
gorge in southern Kandahar
province when they came under fire,
said Haji Granai, a military commander in the provincial capital.
Granai blamed Taliban fighters
for the attack that killed five Afghan
soldiers and wounded five. No
group claimed responsibility, however.
Three weeks ago, hundreds of
Afghan government troops were
sent to the area, looking for Taliban
remnants, he said. "This is a mountainous area. Taliban are hiding
there."
After the attack, government
troops arrested 13 men with suspected links to the Taliban, Granai said.
The area is located about 25
miles north of the provincial capital
of Kandahar in the Shah Wali Kot
district, where the suspects were
being questioned, he said.
Shah Wali Kot is about 85 miles
southwest of the Dai Chupan mountains, the scene of intense fighting
earlier this month between coalition
forces and Taliban insurgents. More
than 100 Taliban were reported

killed in about nine days of battles in
ing a firefight near a coalition base
the rugged region of Zabtil pi oirince7-- at-Slikin-, in faktika provineei- with a-

One U.S. special operations soldier
and an unknown number of Afghan
troops also died in the fighting.
Meanwhile, two American soldiers were wounded on Sunday in
eastern Afghanistan. The soldiers,
who were not identified, were evacuated for treatment to Bagram Air
Base, the headquarters of the U.S.led coalition forces north of Kabul.
One of the soldiers suffered a
gunshot wound to his right leg dur-

five-man group of insurgents, Col.
Rodney Davis, the U.S. military
spokesman in Afghanistan, said in a
statement. The insurgents retreated
with no reported casualties, he said.
The other soldier was shot in the
right forearm in a clash near the
coalition base at Bari Kowt, in
Kunar province, Davis said, adding
there was no damage to coalition
equipment or report of enemy casualties.
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65 32 Ed, Edd
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52 26 (6.30! MLB Baseball. Pniiadelphia Phtflies at Allan a Braves.

ANNUITY?

Chestnut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-2571
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

Fellowship Inspirational Programming

Ky Life

City Confidential X

NICK

Paid

MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION

Judy

In the Hot of the Night Street . 1Sudd

Missions

32 51 JAG ''Blind Side' X
Movie: ** "Happy Gilmore (1996, Comedy)I JAG The Pnsonee X Peacemakers X
Martin I_ Sing)
34 58 Movie: *** "Waiting to Exhale"(1995) Whitney Houston. 'Fr Movie: **1
/
2'Slums of Beverly Hills' Movie: *** 'Saturday Mght Fever"( 977

AMC

.7 39 Morning Inspiration With Brother Gerard

017

Jewish

WNBA
WNBA Basketball: Western Con
Interrupt Lyschting Playr
_ l Final
i
_i
Road Rule Road Rule Road Rule Urbn Myth !Robson
Dismissed Mayer
New Tom Green Show Vide(
28 27 Law & Order -D-Giii" 'a Law & order .ii
Law & Order (In Stereo) X-Files -Essence- X X-Files -Existep,
Law & Order X
29 41 Trauma
Resident Lite !N )
Maternity Ward IN!
Trauma
Resident Life
Maternity Ward
30 52 Unsolved Mysteries
Movie: "Sex arid the Single Mom' i 2003, Drama) Movie: • Sex and the Single Mom'(2003, Drama) Nanny lii Nate

BET

CHAIN SAW

Rockford Files

og

. Billiards

Zoids

515995

News (In Stereo) X "

25 30 Billiards
26 49 Prime Time Players

MTV

•• 61 Paid

GAS BLOWER

Late Show v! Stereo)

Changing the World

ESPN2

.532 He-Ran

.
40

Paid Prog. Paid

Friends I Late Late Show "

Judy

COURT

$12995

Steve H.

Sportsman

TOON

FS45

Star Trek: Voyager I Blind Date 5th Wheel Harvey

Wild Rules (N)

How ABOUT AN

GAS
TRIMMER

Late Night In Stereo , ilast
n-my Kimmei I t
Nightline .-Jir-

CSI: Miami (In Stereo) News X

Evenvood -Home"I

Paid

Zb

Last ' all
Show
'4,
Lab Late

Late Night ,.ir, Sterecr
Entertain

Antiques Roadsh no

24 29 Countdown

Saved-

HOME OFFICE OMAHA,NEBRASKA

Nightline ISetrileld is Seed

Paid Prog. Chan

ESPN

Mama

0
i ERT D
ON
FC
TE
Hs
Eo
Wc
ED
IN
IEuNR A
I_0
1FO

12:00 1, 12.30
Jimmy Kimmel Li

Nightline

America

Wide Angle (In Stereo) P.O.V.(N)(In Stereo) It News

Paid

V

News

11:30

Dharma

WKMU-PBS 21 21 Election Election
WDKA-V18 22 16 7th Heaven X

52 • Marna

3.25%

11:00

WU:ABC 3 3 Blunder-Sports
NFL Football Tampa Bay Buccaneers at Philadelphia Eagies
News I
WSMV-NBC 4 4 Fear Factor !In Stereo) For Love or Money 2!Season Finale! Jr Stereo, News
Tonight Show (N)3f
WTVF-CEIS 5 5 Graham 1W
Raymond IKing
ICSt! Miami In Stereo i News
Late Show (In Stereo)
WPSD-NBC 6 6 ,Fear Factor (In Stereo,., For Love or Money 2(Season Finaie Jr Stereo) News 4 Tonight Show (N)X
WB8J-ABC 7 7 Blunder-Spons
NFL Football Tampa Bay Buccaneers at Pnitaoelpha Eagles (In Stereo) News
WNPT-PBS 8 8 History Detectives ir American Experience The Center of the World -News
Served
Scully
'/U1SI-Foi 9 9 The 0.C. In Stereo) A Paradise Hotel IIN X Frasier X Will-Caron Simpsons ,

44 33 Paid

This rate is guaranteed for the first month and then can
vary monthly or can be locked in for one year
Guaranteed no lower than 3%

9:30 1 10:00 1 10:30

tfl. Football. Tampa Bay Buccaneers at PtutadielPIliagnIes i

WTBS

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741

SEP.8,20

A-Crterter 8-Murray Electnc

7:00 1 7:30

SPIKE

•

Repairing & Cleaning

A B

Our

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deferred Annuities are competitive
alternatives to other savings plans. The initial
guaranteed rate' is

SEAMLESS GUTTERING

LEA FPROOF

MONDAY EVENING

• Paid

TETA31-KEL
Gutter Company
Residential and
Commercial

The TV Listings published daily

HGTV

MATURING?
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65 32 Tom & Jerry
COURT 66 61 Both Sides
BET
67 39 BET Now

Duvall

Star Trek Gen.
Fund-

Family

ChalRoad

ChalTailda-

NYPD Blue sli
Baby

Reading Clifford
Jackie

Wild Rules(N:

Interrupt SportsCenter (Live) Rome Is BurrlIng
,
Hooked Outfitters Billiards
NFL LiveiSt

Robson Die-

TRL )iTV)(In Stereo: Urbn

Judging Amy X

Judging Amy IT

Trading Spaces

While You

Drew

• 'Texas Ranger

U-Pick

Urbn
Home

Golden Girls X
• TexasRanger

Gundam Dragon-Z Cyborg
Catherine Crier

Rap City: The Bassment

Direct Effect

Charmed (In Stereo Law & Order
Home

Movie: 'Let It Be Me'(1995, Drama)X

rEd, Edd Ed, Edd Ed, Edd Ed, Edd Ed, Edd Totally
Closing A guments
Student Center

Pokemon Yu Gi Oh Cops X Cops X Griffith !GI Mat,
Horn

Movie: cc '1-lappy'Grirnore• 11996)-1

Rose-

Dragon

Profiler • Infidelity"

Scene of the
Nanny a IN;
.111G440 &ale

7th Heaven

81,nd

Cops e

s

1066 Park: BETs Top 10 Live PS

CNN
HBO

7034 Smash Hits of Country

MAX

72-11evis-*lii -'Airbuleits It Fear of Flying' Movie: 'F oak Talks AboutSexillovie:* 'Say Nothinf.(t0011 Movie: **it_ "Hel(,(2001. Sun.. '
73
.
Movie: "Ed's Next Move" 1996) Movie: 'Dominick and Eugene"(1988)i Movie: **II -Evidence of Blcocr (1998) i
(t1:15)Movie
78 31 Stanley —Rohe
Sister
House Sabrina Recess Recess Recess Kim
,Proud
Even
Sister !L i;
Pooh

SHOW
DISH

71(11:30)Movie

FLIX

(11:30 movie: lei((1979)

11802

Movie

Tracey

All Access

En Ira

'Movie: *** "The Firs! Wives Club"(.1996) Movie: *** -Harry Potter and the Sorcerers Stone'(2001)'PG' 'Hyste,
, r'

*** L'OaddY's DO. Who's Got the Win7 ' Movie: 'Doctor &cod's Coffin" Movie:**c 'The Story of *lee !!
Movie: **'2 'The Rat Pack"(1998) IR' X Movie: The Photographer' Fl• Movie: ***'; "Sense and Sensibility'(199c • '
-

_ _
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Classifieds
141/t ,a

ADJUSTMENTS
to CneCI Me biSI

4LI.Halida
,,,r1oen 71

o'ssr ads tor any error Murray
„i .s4er & Times will be resporisaue tor only one
'1.nsertion AP!error SrIQUIC be repoileo
—edtately so corrections can be made

ADJUSTMENTS
Monday

Fri 11 am.

Liesday

Mon 11 a.m.
Mon. 5 p m.

Wednesday

Ledger & Tiow, Fair Housing Act Notice

AU riu. ,state adsertisisl herein is saltiest to the Federal FAIT
Hawing Aca which mar6it Awl kr adverb:re any pwtereme,lun
bligion ses handicap
dation or stirs nminatkrri based on rase orlor ry,
tanulai status or national origin it intention to make ans sush pre
erences, limitation. or dusriminition
State LIN'S klbld JI.SCrIMIllat11,10 In the sale rental of adsertsurg or
real estate based on tutors uraddition to those protected under fed
era' Lis
Vie it ill know ingls ascept .ins adsernsing for real estate which is in
S1066014 01 Ow 64*.All. foofbull• APO herein inhumed that all
dweliusgsasherteied are d%ailabie on an ssuiial opportunits base;

Wed 11 am

Thursday

Wed. 5 p.m.

F .day

Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

For rurther assistance with Fair Housing Adsertising
rsuoiremests, :ontact N.AA (ounsel Rene l' %Um,
.7..3 o48-1111.10

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

190 Farm Equipment
145 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Kelp Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobecco & Supplies

11
,
, 11111 ‘
)/...

A1,4."

$7.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ait. Mubt Run Within 0 L)at Period
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND IT WILL APPEAR ON
THE WEBSITE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
.-l)'.

I I

$8.00 First lay -20 wor•s or ess
Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per day.
5275 extra for Shopper (Mon Classined.s go into Shopping Guide)5250 extra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Legal
Notice

Legal

060

060

060

010

010

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

Sale of Surplus Property

020

INSURANCE

,ftaiKieur
304 Main St.
Murray,la 42071
i2101759-5000

MTD Products Inc., is a global manufacturer of outdoor power equipment
which includes poplar brands such as Cub Cadet, White Outdoor,
Yardman, Yard Machine, Troybilt, Bolens and Ryobi.
Our Lean manufacturing facility located in Martin, TN has an opening for
a Safety and Environmental Professional. We are seeking a talented and
highly motivated individual to join our team.

Responsibilities will include:
• Coordinattibri Of OSHA and EPA compliance
• Establish and implement an Ergonomics program.
• Conduct accident investigation and report findings
• Develop, supervise, conduct and coordinate safety training program
for both hourly and salary associates.

A _public hearing has been set by the
Calloway County Extension District Board
for September 15, 2003 at 6:30 p.m., in the
Calloway County Extension Office.
The 1979 General Assembly has required
,itch a hearing with the enactment of House
'
Bill 44.
The purpose of the hearing is to inform the
public that the Extension Service is proposing to take the compensating rate plus the
4-percent ifterease:.--The-antieipated
revenue is $136,990.70.
The tax rate for the preceding year was 1.14
with revenue of $123,404.51.
The compensating tax rate is 1.2 with revenue of $132,571.65.
The revenue expected from new property 1,,
$1,785.80.
Increases for 2003-2004 budget will be in
the areas of travel, salary and equipment
020
Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
OSO
Lost and Found
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, well
be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

PELLA Window & Door
Co. Part-time Showroom
Sales Representative. Local distributor looking for
individual to provide product demonstrations to customers. Some evening and
Sat. hours required Fax
resume to 615-244-2126
Attn. Paul or email to
photovec pellatn.com
POSITION available
Persons needed to prepare income tax returns.
Seasonal employment. No
experience necessary We
will train. Call 753-9204 or
270-437-4531
SALES person wanted for
Wireless/Radio
Venzon
Shack Experience in electronics knowledge a plus
Send resume to PO Box
938 Benton KY 42025

• 3-5 years experience as a safety professional in a heavy
manufacturing facility.
• Excellent leadership and communication skills.
• Extensive knowledge of federal and state safety and environmental
regulations.
• Knowledge of Lean Manufacuturing and ISO will be a plus.

Human Resource Department
MTD Products Inc., P.O. Box 927
Martin, TN 38237-0927

Part B. Call me for more information:.- 418111M1e

Help Wanted
.';Frit)Y S Now hiring al
.tr Apply in person

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time & Full-time
positions for Circulation
Department. Must be able to
work early hours.
Interested persons should apply at

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY
Please No Phone Calls

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

14400•58541033

Call Jill Stephens or Jennifer
Jackson at 7534916
and place your ad today!

060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Steaks and Spirits
•

Est. 2001

NOW-HIRING

The Murray-Calloway County Parks is accepting applications for a
part-time public relations position to promote the Park and to
enhance partnerships with community, public, and private agencies.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities are as follows:
•Plans and coordinates activities with other community agencies,
service groups and private agencies.
•Prepares and distributes fact sheets, flyers, brochures and media,
releases.
•Develops and maintain MCCPR Web Page.
•Plans broadcast coverage of events.
•Develops special projects for public awareness.
•Recruits volunteers and sponsors for community events.
•Prepares grant proposals and seeks private and public partnerships.
•Solicit funds, sponsorships, and other duties as assigned.
Education and experience required include a Bachelor's degree (or
within two semesters of completion) and experience in marketing,
public relations or related area with a keen interest in the development of recreational programs and public park systems. Excellent
computer skills and ability to learn programs such as Adobe
Photoshop and Illustrator are necessary.
Pay commensurate with education and experience. Average 20 hours
per week. Benefits include flexible hours and opportunity for creativity.
Applications are available at the Murray-Calloway County Park
Office located 900 Payne Street, Murray, KY Monday through Friday
8:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. Applications must be received by September 17.
2003.

Hostesses, Servers and Bartenders.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.
/
,0rffe
thru Friday, 2-4 p.15
1W
100

Want to Buy
Business
Opportunity

MOBILE home park for
sale $45,000. Four homes
available to rent. Jonathan
Creek area. 354-9901
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633

of
an eatensi''n
listingfirst
findsnore
Thu."
AY IEDGER secn"'
taking your
whether
robs So.
step or you fifth
& TIMES

753-1916

LOOK INTO
OUR NEW
PHOTO
REPRINTS!
Click on the button for
more details'

Ledger & Times
Classifieds

100

100

Business
Opportunity

Business
Opportunity

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS

Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

Find out how and help others
Become a publisher in sixty minutes
All on one CD-ROM
With purchase you have the right to
Reprint and Sell any or all articles

217 S. 12th St., Murray

You set the price and keep all
PROFITS
Click on:

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

www.750books.com/wuotila

Sonic Drive In
Join the Team

Join the Team

It's a Great Place To Work" says the Colon t1

"It's a Great Place To Work" says the Colonel.

At' are a prognssive multi-unit KFC tranchise with over
of pros en success in the restaurant business We are sec
„ialitied supervisory and management candidates We ha%
immediate openings in the Mayfield dr Murray area

Immediate full and part time positions axailable We are in need it
Assistant Managers, Shift Supervisors Ar Team Members

•Ing Satan,' S7cK-SI5K
...Kling in expenencel
with dr2c.. matsh
: Vacations
•
option Drug Card

• Competitive Salary

ir Drug Free Workplace
• Dental insurance Asailabk
• Blue Cross Blue Shield inst.'
• Bonus Compensation
• Background Screenin,

• Paid Vacations
• 401K with up to 25's match
• Drug

tree Workplace

• Bonus Compensation
• Background Screenings
• Promotions From Within
• Flexible

flours

If no applications are available call or
write: KFC • PO Box 40250
Tuscaloosa, AL 35404 • 205-553-8621
marshall@jmfkfc.com

nd Resumes to Phillip Marshall KFC
Box 40250-Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
-553-R621 • marshallftimflcfc.com

4

Used heavy duty
metal shelving for
textbooks.
Call 270-753-0732
with size and price
information.

Articles
For Sale
10" Craftsman table saw
$50 15/10 chrome rims for
4WD Chevy truck. 6 lug
(4) $100. Poulan weed
eater $40 Call 436-5398
after 4pm
ALL STEEL BLDGS
.24X30 was $7,900, sell
$3,900 •29X50 was
$13,900, sell $5,980
•49X90 was $26,900, sell
$12.900 1st Come 1st
Server Walt (800)3927803

270-753-1916

...give the Classifieds a look.

NOW HIRING

WANT TO BUY

150
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.

www.murrayledgemom

Some Job listings look ins iring. until you
take a closet look Don't waste time. start
in he rifhlatypylia.e
your segaerrchikTitmey
The
Classified
Murray

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.

270-753-2411

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

150

Apartments For Rent

Articles
For Sale

1 Bedroom apartments, all
MOVING/MUST Sell' Rid
appliances at the Oaks
ing mower, water bed 753 Apartments, Coleman RE.
8411
759-4118.
SEMI tractor & trailer,
electric welder, gas cook
stove, presser washer,
electric cook stove, 48ft
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
storage trailers 270-339Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
4636
902 Northwood Dr
STRAW for sale. $2 a
Monday,
bale. 489-2436 if no anWednesday, Friday.
swer leave message
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
160
Opportunity
Home Furnishings
TDD #1-800-648-6056

-1
‘
eir-rrfillE BULL PEN

Public Relations Position

(
811Ine wroflgpYlliPesT

- •

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

MTD is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Domestic & Childcare
Wit
EXPERIENCED
clean up after new con
struction. remodeling, be
fore and after renters,
floors, windows, etc
Valerie 436-5914

Drivers

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $840 on Part A; $100 on

Please send resume and salary history in confidence to,

\IL'RR

060

1-886-FOR SIEJS
1-868-387.6757

All Occasion Transportation • Airport Service • Certified

Notice

PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 10064 of
the Deductibles?

itabpteJ
•orme-

Limousines & Vans

Safety and Environmental Professional

Qualifications:
Notice

g

Inr.‘e

MTD Products inc
Martin Plant

7141S4

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

The Murray Independent Schools is selling the following surplus property: 1990
four door Ford Taurus. This vehicle has
approximately 108,000 actual mileage.
Sealed bids will be opened on September
16, 2003 at the Murray Board of
Education, 208 S. 13th Street, Murray, KY
42071 at 2:00 p.m. The bid will be awarded to the highest bidder. The bid envelope
should be clearly marked "1990 Ford
"-Ftturtis Bid"- on--the -outside of the sealed
envelope. The Murray Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any or all bids.

-

BEAUTIFUL round white
crib w/all white bedding
Purchased at Babies in
Bloom retail price $1500$750 non-negotiable 7592385
CALLOWAY County Pictorial History Great Idea for
Reunions Call 753-7870
DOZER 310G case w/angle blade, low hrs. Very
good condition $7750
OBO. Also 1983 L700 Diesal hauler w/dove tail
ramps $5250 OBO Cheaper price together 270-4362388

.SS Rented SS

LIVING room suite $300
OBO 759-1416 or 2934893
Broyhill
MULIT-COLOR
sofa and love seat $150
Firm. 759-0870
couch
MULTI-COLOR
w/pull out bed, loveseat,
chair w/ottoman $450 4362313 or 293-1505

1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU.House 3 & 4
bedroom. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.

2 br Apt 908 Hillwood
Drive $350 month.
759-4406
2 BR duplex on quiet dead
180
end street on Story Ave
Lawn & Garden
Central gas heat & air. Ap61 inch Snapper mower pliances furnished with w/d
hookup. No pets. Lease &
489-2989
deposit required. 753-7185
220
Available Oct. 1st
Musical
2 BR upstairs $295
3 BR downstairs $400
PIANO tuning repair, mov
489-2296
ing and used piano's
2, 2 BR apartments, W/D
(270 415-0374
Cambridge
furnished,
area. One 2 BR, W/D furnished, Northwood area.
$460/mo/deposit. 270-5191980 Holley Park. 14x70 0599
489-2989
2BR NEAR MSU
270
Coleman RE 759-4118
Mobile Homes For Sale
4br. Diuguid Drive. Colemsp RE La_4118.
1980 12X60 one bedroom
FORREST View ApartRefrigerator, range, dishments 1213 N. 16th St.,
washer, W/D. C/H. AC.
now accepting applications
$7000 753-4807
for 2br townhouses, basic
1992 16X80 w/porches. rent $345/ month. Call
Must be moved. $9800. 753-1970. Leave Mes('tall 489-2917
sage. Equal Housing Op2000 Clayton 16x80 3BR 2
°Mindy
bath, all electric w/applian- LARGE. 2 Bedroom, 2
nice bath duplex with garage
ces,
extremely
$17,900 Includes moving. located on quiet Cu) de
489-2525
sac. All appliances includ98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2 ing washer, dryer and mibath Must be moved. crowave (2701759-5885
Take over payments. 759LIVE Oak Apts.
2316
Newly Remodeled
280
1BR $290.00
2BR $340 00
Mobile Homes For Rent
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special for
2 bedroom 1 bath Freshly
qualified applicants.
new
carpet,
painted,
753-8221
porches Yard mowing in-

FREE HBO & CINEMAX
Dish Network 2 room sat- cluded No inside pets
ellite system free, installed $275 a month plus deposFree( 3 months of Ameri- it Call (270) 623-6314
ca s Top 100 channels 2 BR. 1 Bath mobile home
plus 13 channels of HBO on 1 acre, pasture and
and Cinemax Free' Also barn available, some pets
available are local Padu- $300 month, Hardin. (270)
cah networks Call 759- 437-4322
0901 or 877-726-4077 NICE 2 BR Mobile home
Beasley Antenna & Satel- for rent or sale, no pets
lite For more information
753-9866
120
Washsell'
MOVING must
Apartments For Rent
endryer $100 13 Cu ft
chest freezer $150, Crafts2BR . Duplex C/H/A
man mower $100. Kitchen
Coleman RE 759-4118
table $50 OBO 767-0881

ONE bedroom apartments,
water furnished, close to
campus. No pets Call
753-5980
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $3
Cal
Y!
7 3-8668.
VERY roomy 2BR, 2Ba
with garage, . appliances
furnished, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets.
Call 753-2905

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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330
ooms For Rent
SLE4PING room $150
month No pets 1 5 miles
from MSU 767-9037
Houses For Rent
2 bedroom. 1 bath, large
kitchen, living room, utility,
washer dryer. appliances.
AC gas heat, storage
Shed. carport, semi-furnished $425/mo/deposit
No pets 753-7920
3 BR 1 bath NO pets, 306
S 15th $450 month 7594826
NICE 2 BR house large
living room & kitchen fireplaces, gas heat, garage
lots of storage $400/mo
$200/deposit Call 7530089

David's Cleaning
Services

David Borders

G &C
STORAGE an
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell: (270)293-4183
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F

LOCATED in McCracken
Co. 24 unit Apt. complex.
Brick exterior, excellent
condition. 100% occupancy. 270-853-4520
NORTH 16th St. 2 bay
concrete building. Approximately .3 acre. Excellent
location $150,000. Call
436-5459 after 6pm

commerical prop. for rent

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Phone (270) 767-0313
(2701 527-7176

vaine'Broth
qt,744.-4„.

ree Service

436-5744

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

- Full Line of Equipment Licensed & Insured 4,.0ipp

-416.

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Homes For Sale

Used Cars

Services Offered

5.000 sq. ft with 3
offices. 2 bathrooms
located at
90 Spruce Street
(off Industrial Rd.)

Call 753-5976 or
436-5862

93 Nissan Aitima Very 853-1172 THERAPEUTIC
good car Call 753-8286 or MASSAGE
Murray
436-5540
wwwthegoldentouch.us
98 Plymouth Voyager A AFFORDABLE HAULTake over payments Less ING, cleaning out garages.
than 75,000 miles Call gutters, junk, tree work
753-1967
436-5141
GOOD work car. A/C new A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULtires, 107XXX 8913uick Le- ING cleaning out garage.
sabre $600 OBO Call 489- gutters, Junk & tree work
2441
436-2867.
GREAT Family home, 4 TWO 90' Lumina's (1)runs,
A-1 Tree Service
bedroom 2 1/2 bath, LA, (1)body car, $1500 OBO
Stump Removal
OR, large kitchen, den, after 5:00pm 759-3555
492-8737,
large fenced corner, lot, in
753-3594
ground pool 34X20. 1519
Free Estimates
Used Trucks
Beckett Dr. Canterbury location. Call 293-0679 or
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
1984 Chevy 4WD. strong
753-4190 OR 561-742350 motor. Asking $2500 Decks, Home Additions,
9356
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Call 759-0993
KINGSWOOD 3 bedroom,
Garages, Pole Barns, Met1992 Red Jeep Wrangler,
2 bath, newly decorated.
super sharp, extra clean, al Buildings, Fencing.
Beautifully
landscaped
Quality Workmanship
excellent
conditon,
with lighted garden pond.
Licensed
11XXXX mi. $5,650 OBO.
Fenced backyard, new
753-7860 753-1194.
(-RR
753-216R nr 753-8854
roof. Big lot with storage
ENGER Carpet Binding
1994 Chevrolet pick-up
building. Call 293-3090 or
Since 1991
loaded. Call 753-5626
759-0890
4'18-2347
pia 99') nr 99c
CM
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RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
SERVICE WORK
• Parking Lot Lighting • Outdoor Signs
• Restaurant Equipment Maintenance

John W. Hudson

(270)753-9562

Prompt Service • Customer Satisfaction • Quality Work

4121Lake Property

D.G.
•Parking Lot Sweeping
•2003 Tymco Airsweeper
•Quality Workmanship Guaranteed
'References Available

Free Estimates 753-2210

10 acres, 7 lots near Para
dise Resort, lake view
$30 000 767-9037

•3 bedroom. 2 1/2 bath
home in Gatesborough
with large bonus room that
can be used for 4th bedroom Beautiful lot, above
ground pool and privacy
fence
•Want to buy 3 or 4 bedroom home in the county
with 5+ acres Call 7535720
3 Bedroom. 2 bath. large
L R & Den Lot 126'X243"
Storage bldg Completely
redecorated, new carpet &
vinyl. $86,500 519 S. 11th
St Call 759-1987 (cell)
293-7710
3 BR, 2 bath, brick home
with 4 83 acres, shop orchard. priced in the 70's.
436-5983 after 5•00pM
MUST SELL' 3 BR w/oflice 3600 sq. ft with 8.1
acres north of town. Call
753-4094

OPEN HOUSE

$112,000
508 SHADY LANE
3 BR/2 BA enclosed
porch 4 yr old
OPEN SAT-SUN
I -3pm
or by appointment
CALL VICKI MOORE
GREY'S
PROPERTIES LLC
III N. 12th
270-752-0102

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Tilling.
(270)436-5277
CALL me to fix your leaky
faucets other minor plumbing and carpentry plus
painting.
Reasonable
rates, references given.
Phone 435-4682
YARD-TECH
LAWN
CARE, We have fall overseeding specials, spraying
available 437-4407
cPc_PafftVID
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www.apluscleaning.info
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Landscaping & Nursery LLC

1

Asphalt Sealcoating
TRAVIS ASPHALT
*Commercial
*Residential
*Industrial
Hot-melt crackfilling
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

pito .
'
ji

.000
, i0Olglie"..eeELECTRIC

Real Estate
INVESTMENT Property,
Houses and Apartments
753-4109

Services Offered

FOR sale 3 bedroom
house on large lot,- quiet
street in Hazel New vinyl
siding and root, new thermal pane tilt out windows
and garage door 1 bath
on city water and sewer.
Call 753-8679 or 492-8149
FOR Sale Duplex 2 BR in
Northwood $79,000 Call
759-4406

1411 Service Electrical ('ontra( tors

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
FOR RENT

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd Jobs you
don't have time for
Murray-Calloway Co
NEW NUMBER
293-5436
DOZER AND BACK HOE
WORK & CLEAN-UP
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal. stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb

HOUSE & ROOF
WASHING

Asphalt Doctor
TOTAL ASPHALT MAINTENANCE
• ASPHALT SEALCOATING •
sing only premium commercial sealer outlasting all the re.t
• PARKING LOT SWEEPING •
Vacuum Truck & Power Broom
• STRIPING •
( ompare Workmanship, Prices & Check Reference,
fully Insured — free Estimates — 25 Years Experien(
Call Ronnie Geurin at 270-759-1953
yes We Do Make House Calls!

*Licensed
*Insured

*Residential
*Commercial

(270) 293-5170(Mobile)

LAWNS mowed
Call 489-2989
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
-Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying
• 753-5827 MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5688

Grasty
Excavating &
Trucking
Backhoe, Septic Systems
Contact Chnstopher Grasty
270-759-4974
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 7532592.

GENERAL
767-9036

CONTRACTING
994-0388

• Additions • New Homes • Remodeling ,
• Custom Bath and Kitchens • Ceramic Tile
• Fences • Deck & Sunrooms
• All Types of Roofing

WWW.SONLIGHTIKINDOWCLEAN1NG.COM

It's that time of year
to start that new
lawn or to reseed
the old lawn.
CALL

BAILEY'S
LAWN AND DIRT
For seeding, fertilizing,
front loader, blade or
tiller work.

Tom '4)VANCE

$01)Nit
WIDdo1A, C01)1
. %

Experience and
Professional Equipment
Quality work at
a reasonable price
Insured
527-5974
JUNK/ RUBBISH
Removal, we'll haul away
anything Clean outs,
odd jobs Interior Painting
Senior
Discounts
(270)489-2583

Commercial — Residential — Industrial

Insured - Quality References Available

Owner Steve Bailey

753-2452

Call
leave message or

293-3161

Singer and songwriter
Warren Zevon dies at age 56
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Warren
Baruck
Zevon. who wrote and sang the
Zevon laced
rock hit "Werewolves of London"
dealh with the
and was among the wittiest and
same dark sense
most original of a broad circle of
of humor found
singer-songwriters to emerge from
in much of his
Los Angeles in,.the I970s, died
music. includ
Sunday. He was 56.
ing songs like
A lifelong smoker until quitting
"I'll
Sleep
several
years
ago.
Zevon
When
I'm
announced in September 2002 that
Dead,"
"Life'll
.
Zevon
he had been diagnosed with termiKill Ya" and
nal lung cancer and had only
"Things to Do in
months to live. He spent much of Denver When You're Dead.that time visiting with his two
Zevon said he "chose a certain
grown children and working on a
path and lived like Jim Morrison
final album.
and lived 30 more years. You make
Zevon died Sunday of lung can- choices and you have to live with
cer at his home, his manager Irving the consequences.Azoff told theLos Angetes Times.
He released -his' first - albtiM.
Azoff did not return calls from The "Wanted -- Dead or Alive," to little
Associated Press early Monday.
notice in 1969. but gained attention
Phone messages also were not in the '70s by writing a string of
returned from Zevon's publicist, popular songs for Linda Ronstadt,
Dianna Baron; Baron's assistant, including_Voor..Puor_ Pitiful Me."
Cathy Williams. and Zevon's "Carmelita" and "Hasten Down the
record company manager. John Wind "

Horoscopes
BY

JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Sept.
9, 2003:

Around your birthday, take stock of your
goals and what you want. Examine your
direction with the knowledge that this is
a "super" year, where you can make what
you want happen. Sometimes others
challenge you. You can count on the fact
that you will hold your own. You seem to
have that special touch to create exactly
.what you want. Your finances will
increase., especially next summer. If you
want a promotion; that will also become
a possibility this year If you are single,
you will meet someone quite special who
inspires you to give up your status. If
you're attached, your relationship will
develop to another level. Remain as sensitive to your mate as possible. Don't
become too dominant of a force. PISCES
plays devil's advocate.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Slow down and take your time,
especially with a decision involving a
risk. If an option seems too good to be
true, it just might be. You might want to
take a stand. Think carefully before
launching into action. Tonight: Do something ultimately relaxing.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** A meeting could make an enormous difference in your choices. Reveal
only what you think is necessary, especially in the face of an aggressive associate. Extremes force you to juggle a bit
more than you anticipated. Tonight:
Follow your friends.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
**** Take charge of what is happen-

they want. Pay attention to a decision
that involves you. Make sure you don't
commit to something that doesn't feel
comfortable. Tonight: Be a duo.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Review an issue that's close
to home. How you deal with someone
close could change substantially. This
person often is unpredictable and
volatile. You might wonder if you ever
really knew him or her. Truth be told,
much more is happening here than the
obvious. Tonight: Say "yes."
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Cut back if your work is taking a
toll on you. Understanding your limits
could be instrumental to your well-being.
You see things that many don't. Be sensitive to someone you really care about.
Discussions are animated. Tonight: Go
for a stress-buster.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Plug your creativity into your
work, and you'll gain on a major level.
Others need an extra push. Start up a
brainstorming session. Toss ideas around
freely without worrying about someone
else's judgment. Tonight: Make time for
a family member.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 211
*** Domestic and familial issues
come first in your dealings. Somehow,
you read between the lines with others. If
you're willing to reveal your feelings in a
diplomatic manner, so will others, even
at work. Tonight: Remember, you're setting an example.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan_19)
***** Take a risk and move past a
problem. You have the strength and
respect to resolve a prime issue. Return
calls and sleuth through another's most
indirect request. Ask questions more frequently. Tonight: Catch up on a friend's
news.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Take a hard look at your finances,
knowing what needs to be done. Know
when you need to say "enough." Some
self-discipline could go a long way in
making what you want happen. Take a
hard look at your budget. Tonight: Pay
bills.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You can pull rabbits out of
black hats. Others want some of your
magic_ Use your power right now to get
past a limitation or problem. You might
also want to patch up a problem involving someone close to you. Tonight: Keep
on smiling.

ing on the professional front. A boss
might lose it when you least expect it.
Recognize that where your influence
stops might define success or failure.
Someone might offer you an opportunity
on a silver platter. Tonight: Work as late
as necessary.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22)
**** Reach out for someone at a distance. A strong stand from an asSociate
or dear friend could make all the difference in what happens. You need to
understand all the options involved in a
decision. Find experts if need be.
Tonight: Watch a movie.
BORN TODAY
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Use your instincts with a part- Actor Hugh Grant (1960), singer Otis
nership that needs to move forward. Redding (1940, actor Michael Keaton
Financially, others need to declare what (1951)

We Offer
Yard Sale
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CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Worm's Turf & Trees
Murray, Kentucky

Sod Installation •Pickup • Delivery
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Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

WE DO!ov.,

rs E. 28
3 ,3-77
Visit Our Showroom Today

a

Altersy
%Key
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Office (270) 435-4090
Toll Free (800) 910-0070

I M

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

IVi M

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 'or 7537536

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick
Exteroal Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Dm 04a),

Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

Roofing Metal

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

We Specialize in Cleaning -

Services Offered
DEPENDABLE Lawn
Care Service
*Lawn Establishment
•Tractor Tilling
*Fertilizing -Mowing
*Aerating *144uicrting
•Bushhogging
*Grader Blade Work
Free estimates
Bob Wallace
753-6491

—
a

CARPET&RI SRCOVER
Hwy 641 -1-1/2 kiks Soon of Murray to Tom Trftor Road Rip 15C0 wet

gn

QUALITY Houses and
Apartments available for
lease Call BS Rentals at
759-4696 or 435-4632

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

5CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL •HARDWOOD • CARPET
1995 Dodge ext cab
1500, 2WD, SLT. Laramie,
black w/chrome $5.800
OBO 753-8743

AFFORDABLE
Mower repair.
Pickup/delivery.
Work guaranteed Joe
1996 Pontiac Trans AM.
436-2867
Excellent condition 5.7 li- 1997 Dodge Ram Sport,
ter, V-8, 70.000 miles 4WD, black. Call 435-4201 ALL around garbage pickAfter 500pm
$9500(270)832-6666
Uo 436-2867
1997 GMC Sierra Rill ALL
Carpentry
New
2000 Buick Park Avenue
crew cab. Tonneau cover, Homes, add on's, garages,
fully loaded, low miles. exexcellent condition, 81,000 pole barns, home & mobile
tra nice Must sell, 489mi 753-2604
home repair, water & ter2525
2002 Nissan Pathfinder mite damage. screened
2000 Grand Prix GT V-6 LE, 4X4, pearl white, heat- porches, sun rooms Lieturbo, 56,000 miles, 4 ed leather seats, moon ened-insured Larry Nimmo
door, Red, new tires Call roof, rear DVD entertain- 753-9372 or 753-0353
after 5 00pm 753-0353 or ment system, 141( miles
ASPHALT Paving
$23.000. Call 759-1852
753-9372
Seal Coaling
2001 P.T. Cruiser sharp,
striping & hauling
CHEVY
1/2
TON
9T
29K, air, cassette, CD.
Mitchell Bros Paving
(731)641-0591
spoiler. Garaged-one own- $5,500
759-0501
er 767-0643 or 293-3529
753-1537
98 Chevy S-10. Red, 4
435-4628
cyl. 5 sp. 120.000K, cus93 Ford Taurus •91 Buick
tom wheels $3500 OBO CARPORTS Starting at
LaSabre $1500 each
$675 installed Roy Hill
753-5867
(270)382-2642
(270)436-2113
Used Cars

YARD
SALE

ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal rubber shingles
for prompt & professional
service call
CARTER ROOFING
Hazel 492-8688
Puryear 247-3086

EHeating & Air
'Servicing All Brands of
Air-Conditioning Equipment
elfish:Action

811 Coldwater

Rd.
Tues.-Thurs.
8 a.m. til ?
Estate - antiques.
furniture, clothes.

CONCRETE
Finishing Driveways
Sidewalks Patios
Free Estimate
(270)435-4619
CUSTOM built furniture
30 years exp Quality
work. guaranteed
Call
Don (270) 753-8154
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159 or
293-0163

:Kfleern

c,„ Negee

Rum.ITS RHEEM!

759-1457
293-2696

Can I use your Home till mine's all better?
Please be a Foster Parent

A child needs you
Y. bait% kl UNITED Ali Iii0DIST F'Alii 1st fv. ill
ininKAIN lo

K ,h1.1,, .7. The

You CAN make a difference in the life
of a child. Foster Parent training
sessions begin in September. For more
information on becoming a
Foster parent. please call
Western KY United Methodist Fund) Services
877-991(-KIDS (5437)

Call now to place sour

753-1916

If You Need Health Insurance...
and read this!

The Murray Insurance Agency

The Murray
Ledger & Time.
('1.,\ --;`--11.1r ii"-

provides Health Insurance for:
•Individuals
Also:
•Groups
• Life Insurance
•Self-Employed
• Long Term Care Insurance
•Farmers
• Disability Income Insurance
•Dependents
• Medicare Supplements
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY

1:311110M Miliagton

153-4151
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DEAR ABBY: I have been dating
two years. We are
"Karl"
discussing mania. The problem is,
I can't stand his amity. They are
rude, unkempt,baz and opinionated.
Karl's family blames me for helping
him to overcome his poor social skills
and unhealthy lifestyle. Karl has lost
a lot of weight since we started dating. He now wears clean clothes and
hashed his teeth fixed.
I have always wanted a lavish
outdoor wedding and reception, but
I don't want to invite Karl's family
I am afraid they will ruin it. I think
it might be better to have a small
civil ceremony. Karl disagrees, and
it's causing a rift in our relationship. Please help.
BEWILDERED IN OHIO

ByTeter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After I had Xrays of my elbow (following a fall), my
doctor said my bones are "brittle and
crumbling," and he suggested ealeitim
supplements. Should I use oyster
shell products or something else? I'm
55, female and suffer from arthritis.
DEAR READER: I'm uncertain
whether your basic problem is arthritis, a bone disorder or osteoporosis.
At 55, you seem too young to have
osteoarthntis, the normal,age-related
wearing-down of joint surfaces. If you
have gout or inflammatory arthritis,
such as rheumatoid arthritis, you
should be taking specific medication
to prevent or retard joint damage.
Certain bone disorders, such as
Paget's disease (which is a cause of
bone pain), can lead to skeletal brittleness. Again, specific therapy is available and could be prescribed under
your doctor's supervision.
1 suspect that your "crumbling"
bones are due to osteoporosis, the
accelerated loss of calcium from
bones that is common in postmenopausal women and may be
unsuspected until a fracture occurs or
a routine X-ray exam shows the bones
to be washed out. Osteoporosis is usually diagnosed with a bone density
test; if you have not had this test, you
should.
If your problem is osteoporosis, you
will need more than calcium pills.
Either of the prescription drugs

DEAR READER: Definitely not.
Something is wrong, but I doubt it is
related to your husband's previous
surgery.
The problem is probably a conspicuous, but harmless, accumulation of
fluid around the testicles. Although
testicular swelling is never normal, it
does not necessarily need treatment.
Perhaps this is what the doctor
meant.
DEAR BEWILDERED: Before
I think your husband should be your wedding plans go further,
examined by a urologist to make sure you and Karl have some impora treatable condition is not present tant issues to iron out. For better
or worse, those rude, unkempt,
For example, a hydrocele (fluid lazy, opinionated people are his
around a testicle) can cause harmless family. Do you expect him to
swelling that doesn't have to be divorce them in order to marry
drained unless it enlarges rapidly or you? If the answer is yes, tell him
causes symptoms.
now. If the answer no, accept
Some scrotal swelling is normal for that Karl comes with some heavy
a few days after vasectomy, but it usu- baggage that will be difficult to
ally disappears in a matter of days or handle, unless a way is found for
weeks. A significant permanent you to accept his family the way
increase in testicular size means the they are. Remember,too, that his
services of a specialist are in order.
parents will be your children's
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm an elderly grandparents. So look again
gent with dentures. Because my gums before you leap.
are shrinking, I use a cream to hold
*5*
my china choppers in place. What is
to
harmful
it
is
and
of,
made
goop
this
approDEAR ABBY: I am gay and have
(Fosamax or Actonel) would be
been dating "Warren" for more
priate, in conjunction with calcium use?
DEAR READER: The active ingre- than four years. He's wonderful.
supplements (oyster shell is fine), vitamin D (to enable the body to absorb dient in most denture adhesives is The problem is, some members of
calcium) and regular exercise (such sterculia (kayaya) gum, a natural his family strongly oppose his
plant product completely free of homosexuality and are rude when
as walking, skiing or bicycling).
the names
Ask your doctor to test you further health hazards. To find out denture we visit his parents.
your
in
substances
other
of
thormore
Because of their overt hostility, I
condition
and explain your
oughly. In addition, inquire about how cream, ask your dentist or pharma- no longer wish to attend these family
functions. However, I want Warren
your bone disorder should be treated. cist.
to continue to go to the gatherings —
To give you related information, I
Copyright 2003, Newspaper Enterprise Men.
_without me. Warren disagrees. He
am sending_you a copy of my Health
says I should continue to go with
Report "Osteoporosis." Other readers
him, because the more his family
who would like a copy should send a
long, self-addressed, stamped enve- www.murrayledger.com sees us together, the more understanding they'll become.
lope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
your
Do you agree? Should I go to War167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
ren's family gatherings, even though
mention the title.
Internet it's clear that I am not welcome?
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 65-year-old La
HELPLESS
husband had a vasectomy 30 years
source
,CONN.
IN
HARTFORD
have
testicles
his
ago. Since then
enlarged to triple their normal size.
for all
DEAR HELPLESS: Since this
His doctor indicates that nothing is
has continued for
treatment
asectopost-v
wrong. Is this normal,
the news more than four
years, it's obvious
my?
Warren's family is not receptive
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WANT TO
SEE Msi•
VACATION
PICTURES?

1- HOW
YOU GET
VACAT I ON
PICTURE S
50 FAST?
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WHAT ARE (WE HAVEN'T
EVEN
40U TALKINC.7
PRINTED
ABOUT'
PICTURES
WE'VE BEEN
FROM
BACK FOR
CHRISTMAS
TEN DANS!
NIET

WE DIDN'T EVEN DOWNLOAb
THE NIEMORI CARD FOR
HALLOWEEN, 2002...AND

YOU HAD PRINTS IN
lEt4 DA',"?

HAD
PRINTS
IN ONE

10 years ago
The body of Roger Jones, 20, of
Hazel, was found Sept. 6 at 1 p.m.
by squirrel hunters in the Stewart
'County area of Land Between the
Lakes, according to Calloway Deputy Sheriff Stan Scott. Jones has
been reported missing since May
28.
Published is a picture of Carol
Bogard, Pete Lancaster and Bill
Phillips rehearsing World 11 songs
in preparation for the upcoming
Forties Cabaret at the Playhouse in
the Park.
Births reported include a boy to
.Stacy and David Mikulcik and a girl
to Wendi and Barry Short, Sept. I.
20 years ago
A local match to a grant for
funds for a new 13-passenger van
for Murray-Calloway County Citizens has been received. Pictured receiving the check is Tripp Thurman,
director of senior citizens, from the
Rev. David Robinson of St. John's
Episcopal Church, Vernon Gantt,
president of Murray Rotary Club,
and David Foley, treasurer of Murray Lions Club.
Naval Aircrew Survival Equipmentman Second Class John P.
McCage is currently deployed to the
Western Coast of Central America
aboard aircraft carrier USS Ranger.
30 years ago
Murray Natural Gas System has
received assurance of a supplemental supply of natural gas to help
back up the allotment received from

to the two of you as a couple.
Warren might try speaking to his
parents about this problem, if
he hasn't already. But if that
duessOt change the atmosphere,I
see no reason for either of you
to subject yourselves to more
rudeness or hostility.
*5*

DEAR ABBY: I have been widowed for five years. My neighbor,
"Matt," lost his second wife three
years ago. We are both in our 60s
and have been friendly for two years.
Matt seems convinced that every
woman who is nice to him has marriage on her mind. I don't want to
remarry — and he knows it — but
it doesn't seem to matter. He has
been in my home numerous times,
but nothing comes of it. He seems
shy, and I know he is lonely, but
he doesn't seem interested in an
intimate relationship.
Matt is a wonderful man. I know
he and I could be closer if he would
just open up a little. People need
people, Abby. What do you suggest?
PEOPLE PERSON IN PEORIA

of Murray, has completed the Army
Medical Department Officer Basic
Course at Academy of Health Sciences at Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
Murray High Tigers won 19 to 0
in their football opening game of
the season over the Heath High Pirates.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of Gerald
Waldrop with his new three wheel
bicycle to aid him in getting over
the town. He is shown with members of the Murray Lions. Club who
gave him the bicycle.
Calloway County Sheriff
Woodrow Rickman said the tax
books are now open. The tax bills
will be mailed out this week.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Beachel Smith and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Leach.
Murray High School Tigers won
14 to 7 over Russellville Panthers in

***

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Parker, son of Mrs. Frances Parker

By 1 he Associated Press

Looking at all four hands, it can
be seen that the spades do not break
3-3 and the ace ofhearts is offside, so
six notrump seems doomed. But
things changed dramatically after
West selected the harmless-looking
ten of spades as his opening lead.
Zia played low from dummy and
noted with great interest the appearance of East's jack as he won with
the ace. If the opponents' plays were
honest, this meant that West had the
9-8 of spades, giving Zia an opportunity to steal the slam-going trick.
So at trick two, Zia put the six of
spades on the table and, after West
followed low, showed the courage of
his convictions by letting the six ride.
When it held, Zia had his 12th trick
and the slam.
It might appear that if West had
covered the six with the eight, the
sl
is not necessarily true. The play of
the eight would have given Zia a
chance to shine in another way, and
we have no doubt that he would have
found the winning line.
After taking the eight with
dummy's king, declarer would run
his clubs and diamonds, reducing his
hand to the Q-7 of spades and singleton king of hearts. West, in the meantime, would come down to the 9-5 of
spades and ace of hearts. The play of
the king of hearts would then force
West to win and lead a spade into
South's Q-7, and the slam would still
come home.

North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4K 3 2
41 7 3
•A 4
*A K Q 1084
EAST
WEST
J
54
109846
11Q 9 8 6 5
IP A J 10
•Q 9 5
•.1 10 8 2
+9 6 3 2
+7
SOUTH
4A Q 76
K42
•K 7 6 3
,J5
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
Pass
Pass
Pass

1•
4+
4 NT

Pass
Pass
Pass

6 NT
Pass
5•
Opening lead — ten of spades.
This deal occurred in the Mixed
Pairs at the 2002 World Bridge
Championships held last summer in
Montreal. North-South were manytime women's world champion Judi
Raclin playing with the irrepressible
hero of many a deal reported M this
column, Zia Malunood (now known
to all simply as Zia).
After Radin's three-club rebid,
r AN HOUR!
Zia characteristically pressed on to
HOO,804!
slam, learning along the way via
IT TAKES US Roman Key Card Blackwood that
THAT LOW.
North held either three aces or two
ID FIND OUR aces and the king of clubs.
USER
Tomorrow: An "unsafety play."
GUIDES!!

•

AG

36 Submerged
37 Joke
38 Write on glass
42 Had lunch
43 Corral
44 Cold and windy
45 Elected
46 Domineering
48 Exceedingly
49 Municipalities
51 Tall flowers
53 Japan's old
capital
54 Garlic juicer

ACROSS

BETFt co r WC)FtSEC)

E.u.y, you HAVE A VISITOR I HAD A MANUSCRIPT lb i'LL Tay NOT TO BE 11/0
DEUVER,S0 I DECIDED
LONG MORA
ITS yOUR SON.
TO DRIVE A FEW /010RE
TAKE
YOUR
MILES AND TAKE- my
TIME-WE'RE
MOTHER lb LUNCH'
NOT Busy.
—Do you HAVE
TIME?
OF
COURSE

AA).
HELLO THERE,
01.: PAL, OL'
BUPPY, OL'PAL!

1 Cupboard
6 Not together
11 Cocoon
dwellers
12 Kind of bliss
14 Joule fractions
15 Lobby
furnishings
17 Cajun St.
18 Gorilla
19 Arctic bird
20 Carry
on a trade
21 Dull-witted one
23 Web site addr.
24 Lose some
25 Fastens
27 Copy
28 Book-to-be
(abbr.)
30 Computer
language
31 Beat the field
32 Tin, in the lab
33 La Scala
production
35 Rose fruit
1

11113

4

it

5

9-8 C 2003 United Fea ure Syndicate, Inc.
10 Bank clerks
11 Pencil point
13 Wright
brothers'
home
16 Boathouse
8

1110
13

12
15

16

17

,

.

'

80.
In 1992, in a case that prompted
federal laws against carjacking,
Pam Basu of Savage, Md., was
dragged to her death after being
forced from her car.
Ten years ago: German tourist
Uwe-Wilhelm Rakebrand was
killed by a woman firing from a van
as he and his wife were driving
away from the Miami airport. The
gunwoman and an accomplice received life prison sentences; the
van's driver received 87 years.
Five years ago: Mark McGwire

22
25

ill

ill

ill

ill

dill 'UIilII
IIIii
dam
IIU.
illUUill
il iiilIIUil ill
35

a

49

50

51

items
20 Orange seed
22 Missouri range
23 Work — —

sweat
24 Tightly packed
26 Actress
— Lupin°
27 Tear
28 Composite
photo
29 Space-race

Subscribe to the

0
EDGEROTIMES

L WSW

Home Delivery
..,$2l.75
3 mo.
—884.00

1 yr..

Local Mall
(Calloway. Graves & Martha)

.-526.50

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$91.00

Rest of KY/TN
(Puryear, Buchanan & Pans)

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

466.50
483.00

Other Mall Subscriptions
.$136.00

1 yr.
Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

starter,
n

19

21

HOW CAN WE BE 14ROU61-1?
WE NEVER EVEN STARTED!

OFF DALE TUSK
UFOS BRIE
ADA
KID RIGS OLLA
SN
SCENERY
USE GUESTS
LOP
PARTS EIN
DCINA
ICES RON
LEGIT
DIS
RE
DEFIED ZEE
RESPITE
BB
OPUS SUBS DAM
ELI
RISE SERE
SET
TSAR
ETON

1 Marx brother
2 Encouraged
strongly
3 Appliance
store display
4 West Coast St.
5 Bucks and Tcms
6 Really bad
7 Mountain top
8 Magazine
fillers
9 St. or blvd

18

I'VE DECIDED
50iNETHiN6...4X
AND I ARE
THROV6H!

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

11
14

!PEA NI

In 1935, Sen. Huey P. Long,
"The Kingfish" of Louisiana politics, was shot; he died two days
later.
In 1974, President Ford granted
an unconditional pardon to former
President Nixon.
In 1981, civil rights activist Roy
Wilkins, former head of the

year-old record held by Roger Maris

V

GAFLIFIEL.C1

Atlantic City, N.J.
On this date:
In 1900, Galveston, Texas, was
struck by a hurricane that killed
about 6,000 people. '

of the St. Louis Cardinals broke major league baseball's record for
home. runs in a single season, hitting
No. 62 off Chicago Cubs pitcher
Steve Trachsel and eclipsing the 37-

rb istI\ wriMP

9 a 014,94/19

IF

Today is Monday, Sept, 8, the
251st day of 2003. There are 114
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 8, 1921, Margaret Gorman of Washington, D.C., was
crowned the first Miss America in

•

CROSSWORDS

9
',IP;

114111rd

was soloist.

TODAY IN HISTORY

'CONTRACT BRIDGE

C2003 King Features Syndicate Inc.

4
t \ :
i
.191.11t . ffighim
i

a football game.

- 50 years ago
A special orientation and training
of staff aides by the Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross to work with the Blood
Mobile to be in Murray Oct. 9 was
held at the Calloway County Health
Center. Mrs. W.J. Gibson is chairman of the Calloway County Blood
Program.
Wells Purdom was named a
member of the Power Board by the
Murray City Council.
Mrs. Paul T. Lyles led the proTexas Gas, according to Murray
gram on "A Sower Went Forth" at a
meeting of WSCS of First MethodMayor Holmes Ellis.
ist Church. Mrs. H. Glenn Doran
Army Dr. (Major) David H.

DEAR PEOPLE PERSON:
That you ease up and accept
your neighbor for the person
he is. Matt may not want an
intimate relationship — or he
may be unable to have one.
It's also possible he doesn't
want to be hurt again. His reasons are his own, and if you
pressure him, you may cause the
end of a very nice friendship.

1+
3+
4•

J,44,

—1

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

52

31 Fashion
accessory
34 Compass pt.
35 Painter
— Hoibein
37 Artist's plaster
39 Ringlet
40 Gives a dam
41 AAA recommendations
43 Frost or Poe
46 Sci. class
47 Sharp bark
48 Engage in
rivalry
50 Baseball's
— Cobb
52 Union Pacific,
e.g.

Name
St. Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
illI.UI

ill
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Laker soccer squad picks up wins over weekend
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Whitney
CLINTON, ky.
_Wicker. ..Haky White, Katlyn
and
Smith
Beth Ross all
had two goals
for the Calloway County
girls' soccer
team as it shut
out Hickman
County 12-0 Saturday.
Jessi Johnson, Mallory Esterlein, Katie Bogard and Kayla

"1q6
.1

Bazzell all had one goal in the
win for CCHS.
- According to CCHS head coach
Knsty Provine, nine of the 12
goals scored were punched in by
freshmon.
"That's a little unusual to come
out and have nine goals by your
freshmen," Provine said. "Hickman is a young team, as _far as
the program is concerned. But
our girls have really been working hard. They take it seriously,
and hopefully we can benefit
from a game like this."

White and Smith also had two
assists on the afternoon while
Chelsea "Cleaver added one. Bogard had one save on just one
shot on goal Saturday. Calloway
recorded 28 shots on goal.
The Lad) Lakers travel to
Graves COunty on Tuesday.
Lakers 10, Hickman Co. 1
CLINTON, icy, — The Calloway County boys' soccer team
reaaied the .500 mark (3-3) with
a 10-1 flatting of the Falcons at
Hickman County on. Saturday.
Wes Claiborn, Chad Duncan

and Brian Robertson each scored
two goals for the Lakers.
Blake True,- Robbie Ho-pkins,
Micah Brame_ and Drew_ Jonas
all had one goal. True had three
assists on the afternoon, while
Hopkins, Duncan, Seth Asher and
Evan Price had one assist each.
Jason Stubblefield had two
saves. Monte Kennedy came off
the bench for four saves. Calloway put up 28 shots on goal
to the six by Hickman County.
The boys team w ill hot Graves
County on Tuesday.

Cross country teams win Murray shuts out
at Madisonville Invitational Apollo; awaits MCHS
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MADISONVILLE, Ky. —
Cross country teams from Murray and Calloway County high
schools faired well at the Madisonville-North Hopkins Invitational on Saturday..
The Murray High girls were
paced by Peggy Ray, who _ finished 11th overall and helped the
Tigers to an overall 8th place
and 216 points.
Ray finished the race in 44
minutes _— ahead of teammates
Meagan Pember (51:00), Camee
Taylor (65:00), Nicole Edison
(75:00)' and Cassie Scarborough.
Ashley Winkler led the Lady
Lakers with a 12th overall finish and 274 points.
Winkler claimed 39th overall,
finishing in a time of 46:00. Following in suit were Amy Winkler (52:00), Megan Summers
(82:00), Lora Hopkins (97:00)

and Kaitlyn Jones.
On the boys' side, Calloway
finished 13th overall with 319
points. Kris Russeau led the Lakers with a time of 51:00, finishing 14th overall. J.J Holzapfel
finished in 59:00. Jacob Roach
finished with a time of 107:00
and Ryan Johnson had a time
of 114:00. Andrew Keene rounded ow CCHS boys side. Murray, which finished in 20th
place with 494 points, was led
by Aaron Wilson (103:00), Caleb
Roberts (109:00), Brodie Wallace
(T3400) and
(120:00), Jesse SPeedSteven Speed.
Chase Wilson finished in 16
minutes to lead Paducah Tilghman to a first-place finish as a
team. St. Mary was the area's
top finisher, placing fourth overall. CAklweli _c_ounty:s _Miranda
Meeks pieced" first overall with
a time of 21:24. •

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray high head coach James
Weatherly described his boys' soccer win over Apollo Saturday as
a quality win.
The 4,,0 win over the Eagles,
an Owensboro-based school, was
much needed for the Tigers upcoming schedule.
"When you beat a team from
the Owensboro area and you shut
them out, that's always good,"
Weatherly said. "It's good for
the kids and gets us off to a good
start."
It also prepared the Tigers for
a date with Marshall County on
Tuesday night in Murray.
Murray, which improved to 4I-1 on the season, got a first-half
goal from Lucas Mathis and an

DeBella was the lone representative from Murray. Calloway
County was led by Caysin Hutching, who shot a 92. That was

III Racers ...
From Page 14

FREE *
OIL CHANGES
for a
Full 3 years/36,000 miles

zeg 2003 Dodge Neon SXT
Auto., Al C, P/ W,P / L, Tilt/ Cruise, CD

MSRP $16,020

Sale Price

;re $11,995*

V-6, 5 Sp., A/C, PS/ PB,40/20/40, Cloth
Seats, AM/FM/Cass.
MSRP $19,235

Sale Price

$13,995

Lorenzen was harassed and
chased by the Racer defense most
of the evening but was never
sacked, completing 14-of-21 passing attempts for 197 yards and
four touchdowns.
UK's offensive highlight of the
night was a 60-yard Lorenzen dart
to Chris Bernard, who sneaked
behind the MSU secondary for an
early second-quarter score that put
the Cats in front 14-0.
Lorenzen became Kentucky's
all-time leading passer with that
touchdown. He now has 8,566
career passing yards, breaking Tim
Couch"s mark of 8,435.
"(Lorenzen) is a heck of a quer
terback," Pannunzio claimed. "FIL
made some great throws. I don't
know how a quarterback of his
size can move like that, but he
has great escapability."
The Racers attempted a reverse
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger photo
on the ensuing kickoff. But Terrence Biggers was stopped at the SEEING BLUE ... Murray Sate
1-yard 'line. On the next play, Chil- tailback Ron Lane is sanddress was sacked in the end zone wiched by two UK defendby Vincent Bums for a safety — ers during action in Satureffectively ending any thought of day's contest at Commonan MSU upset.
wealth Stadium.
Murray's only scoring drive of
the contest came late in the sec- as three of the Wildcats' five touchond quarter. Junior tailback Ron downs came off drives that began
Lane's I8-yard run up the middle in or close to Racer territory.
"We got caught in some bad
to the Kentucky 38 put the Racers in position, and a personal situations," said senior defensive
foul on the Wildcats kept the drive back Bobby Sanders. "You're
alive. Freshman tailback Chad Cook always going'tohave a few !Ws- • -later scored on a 5-yard dash with takes out there, but overall we
were running to the ball well ...
3:13 left in the half.
seemed like we had .bad field
It
But the Mg;defense found itself
all night."
position
most
of
the
game
pinch
for
in a

National League
East Division
PcIGB
W
L
53 629 —
Atlanta
90
11
Philadelphia
79
64 552
65 545 12
78
Flonda
Montreal
— 72
72 50018 1/2
80 43727 1/2
New York
62
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
67 531
—
76
Chicago
75
67 .528 1/2
Houston
75
69 .5211 1/2
St. Louis
II
64
77 454
Pittsburgh
80 .43713 1/2
62
Milwaukee
61
81 .43014 1/2
Cincinnati
West Division
Pct GB
L
W
—
55 610
86
San Fraricisco
532
11
75
66
Los Angeles
73
70
510 14
Arizona
79 45122 1/2
65
Colorado
84 40828 1/2
58
San Diego

Stk.

Auto., A/C,P/W,P/L, Tilt/Cruise, CD
MSRP $18,990

me today for a FREE quote.
832-1032 • 17112 tiNtil' 121 V.1WPASS•NfIlitti Ny. 1:1"
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

deiSOPIPOsi•-41111111

2004 Dodge Stratus
SXT Sedan

Home Insurance?

American League
All Times CDT
East Division
L
Pct GB
W
New York
85
56 .603 —
83
59 .5852 1/2
Boston
72
70 .50713 1/2
Toronto
65
77 .45820 1/2
Baltimore
57
84 .404 29
Tampa Bay
Central Division
Pct GB
W
L
76
66 .535
—
Chicago
66 .535
—
76
Minnesota
3
73
69 514
Kansas City
15
82 .431
Cleveland
62
37
105
261
39
Detroit
West Division
W
L
Pct GB
—
84
59 .587
Oakland
2
82
61 .573
Seattle
69
74 .483 15
Anaheim
79 .448 20
64
Texas

Stk. #CC3283

2003 Dodge 1500 ST

Paving too much for

KFBMurrov.cern
e•nsall: sturirt_elezenelierkytbIns.cone

at Peppers
• Chrysler
Dodge
Jeer

Nit l•

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

DeBella takes third;
Lakers finish ninth
good enough for eighth overall as
an individual out of approximately 75 participants.
The Laker girls' squad shot a
team score of 442, good enough
for ninth place overall. It was a
top 10 finish for CCHS, who competed against 14 other schools.
Christian Academy of Louisville
fired a team score Of 378 for the
invite. Whitney Hendon carded a 106
and Jenny Gingles shot a 119.
Robyn Ryan had a 125 and Courtney Swift finished with a 135.

N

BOAR

air
gfi; 4

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MORGANFIELD Ky. — Murray High School's Angela DeBella fired a 81 Saturday at the Union
County Invitational at Breckenridge Country Club.
The score was good enough for
a third overall finish, just three
strokes off the leader who shot a

assist from 'LIM NIasthay to go
up 1-0 with IS minutes left in
the half.
Four minutes into the second
half..Magdi Mandil scored off an
assist from Blake McCuiston. Six
minutes Inter. McCiliston scored
off an assist from Jordan Steiner.
Mathis scored the final goal
with six minutes left in the game
to round out the scoring.
Nick Warner had seven saves
in goal for MHS. Murray put up
22 shots on goal compared to the
12 from Apollo.
-Irwac the first Khotout fOt the
Tigers' young defense.
"Zack Taylor, Carl Benson,
Justin Arnold, and Justin McDowell all played well," Weatherly
said. "You really have to give
them the credit for this win —
they just played really well."
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Sale Price

e $15,995*
...e

Stk. 4CC4037

.Se5-2004 Chrysler
Crossfire In Stock

41) 2004 Chrysler PT Cruiser
Auto., A/C,P/W,P/L,Tilt/Cruise, CD

MSRP $18,810

Sale Price

Sirloin Stockade

SALUTES
ow!

I*. $16/995*

Stk. #CT4033

2004 Dodge Stratus SXT Coupe
A/C,P/W,P/L, Tilt/Cruise, CD,Spoiler

MSRP $21,125

Sale Price

te $16,995*

Stk. #CC4057

2004 Dodge Caravan SE
Auto., A/C,7 Passenger Seating, PS/PB,
AM/FM/CD
MSRP $21,870

FREE BUFFET

Sale Price

$18,995

For all Firefighters, Police Officers,
E.M.S Technicians, and Active Military Personnel.

Stk. OCT4049

With leentifcation

2003 Dodge Durango SLT

Thursday D11-03

V-8, Auto., Front & Rear A/C,P/W,P/L,
P/Seat, 3rd Row Seats, Running Boards, CD

roe

MSRP $31,700

Sale Price

$23,998

RA/N4kBMA
SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

stk L'CT3290

*Rebates (includes Farm Bureau) deducted Taxes extra

Int.talled lAxally By

"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company"

TIM LEMONS

0
Dodge

• Residential/Commercial • Free Estimates

435-4776
'7'111- AREA'S LEADER IN IRRIGATION FOR

Oar P."

24 Yr Afts —

Hwy.641 South • Bel-Air Center • 753-0440

0 PEPPt;ef

Dodge

0
I
"Y..*

2400 E. Wood St. • Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Titans overcome Raiders
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The Tennessee Titans got some revenge against
the Oakland Raiders thanks to an unlikely hero.
Steve
threw two touchdown pass.
_ McNair
_
es and punter Craig Hentrich kicked three
field goals while filling in for an injured
Joe Nedney as the Titans downed the Raiders
25-20 Sunday night.
"What can you say about our punter?"
Tennessee coach. Jeff Fisher said.
-When you're asked to do a job an
- daft of a sudden you have to change gears
and do something else, it's tough. For
him to go 3-for-3 tonight, it says an awful
lot about Craig. When we re-signed him
this offseason, that was a huge move for
us:'
It was a messy opener that doubled as
a rematch _of last season's AFC championship game. The Titans came in wanting _to aven_ge the loss that kept them
from their second Super. Bowl in four
- - .eilsons-----and get a jump-start for this
season. Oakland won the AFC title game
41-24 in January and outscored the Titans
93-49 in two meetings last season that
featured plenty of Tennessee mistakes.

This game had lots of errors, too. The
teams combined for 28 penalties for 284
yards, but it was the Raiders who hurt
themselves over and over. Their share was
17 for 173.
"We had opportunities to - win," Oakland receiver Jerry Rice said. "It's just
mistakes. Mistakes are killing us now."
The Raiders didn't show,any signs of
the offense that was the NFL's best in
2002 until Rich Gannon found Tim Brown
for a 25-yard TD that made It 22-20 with
3:30 left.
But McNair answered by driving the
Titans 54 yards and set up Hentrich's
third field goal himself with a 10-yard
scramble. He was 25-of-38 for 269 yards.
Hentrich was doing double duty because
Nedney sprained his right knee on the
kickoff after making a 50-yard field goal.
Hentrich had three field go
-a1S-Th nine
years before matching that total Sunday
night.
Nedney also got hurt in the AFC title
game and was replaced by Hentrich, who
didn't hit any field goals that time. Hentrich, who kicked field goals and punted
in college at Notre Dame, said there must

be something about the Raiders.
"I'm just honored that it happened
tonight, and I feel very fortunate," said
Hentrich, who made 39 field goals at
Notre Dame.
But the Titans might be auditioning
new kickers quickly. Fisher said Nedney
hurt a medial collateral ligament and possibly his anterior cruciate ligament.
Oakland had one last chance with 31
seconds left and no timeouts. Gannon, last
'year's -MVP, overthrew Rice and .tossed
the ball at Charlie Garner's back as time
expired.
The Titans got some help from the
officials.
McNair found Derrick Mason at the
back of the end zone with a 3-yard toss,
and Mason was pushed out of bounds by
Oakland safety Anthony Dorsett before he
got a foot down. Although replays showed
Mason likely couldn't have gotten both
feet in bounds for a catch, it was ruled
a touchdown.
Raiders coach Bill Callahan said he
would have challenged the ruling, but he
learned his lesson in the Super Bowl that
Oakland lost to Tampa Bay.

MARK HUMPHREY/AO

GOING DOWN ... Raiders quarterback Rich Gannon (12) falls as he is
pressured by Tennessee Titans safety Lance Schulters (31) and linebacker Keith Bulluck (53) in the first quarter of Sunday's opener in
Nashville.

Commonwealth Clash

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

POSITIVE YARDAGE ... Murray State quarterback Stewart Childress avoids the grasp of Kentucky defensive tackle
Lamar Mills during Saturday's contest at Commonwealth Stadium.

Racers seek positives in UK loss
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
LEXINGTON,Ky. — The took
on Stewart Childress' face after
Saturday's
highly-publicized
matchup between Murray State
and the University of Kentucky
said it all.
Despite being literally battered
and bruised by a Wildcat defense
that sacked him four times in
UK's relatively easy 37-6 victory, Childress — sporting a goodsized welt under his left eye —
appeared no worse for ware when
assessing the Racers' progress
after two games.
"I think we got a lot better,"
said Childress, who managed just
100 yards and threw-one interception on 13 of 27 passing
attempts ,but helped MSU hang
tough against superior opposi-Tiiin. "We'had a- reik good &Net'
and held the ball for a while ...
There were some positives."

The positives started with the see," Childress noted. "Our offenMurray defense, which stopped sive line was wanting to run the
Kentucky's game-opening drive ball. They were asking to carry
after three plays despite giving the load, and that was great to
the Cats excellent field position here.
on Derek Abney's 48-yard kick"I think we have an unbeoff return that moved the ball to lievable offensive line. You just
the MSU 49.
can't put five great athletes out
The Racers then proceeded to there and expect them to click
put together three first downs on right off the bat."
their initial offensive series before
MSU .head coach Joe Panhaving the drive stalled at the nunzio also saw some encouragUK 36.
ing signs during the Racers' 15th
MSU (1-1) also managed to foray into the Division I-AA ranks.
outgain the Wildcats on the
"We played a team that was
ground, rushing for 150 yards on better than us, but we moved
40 attempts while holding UK the ball and started to show some
to 134 yards on 29 carries.
signs of toughness," he said. "It's
It was an encouraging sign hard when you lose to be realfor a brand-new Racer offensive ly happy about anything. But
line that helped its backs pro- what I'm happy about is that our
duce just 123 yards on 53 rush- kids didn't quit. They played hard
es in a season-opening win over all the way to the end."
nbn-Scholarship Valparaiso.
- The -Wikleats'-slow start last"There were things I saw out ed until late in the first quarter.
there that other people don't ever
Jared Lorenzen's 11-yard scor-

ing strike to Abney with 22 seconds remaining ignited the Wildcat unit, which scored 16 points
in less than 2 1/2 minutes spanning the first and second quarters.
Abney was the driving force
behind the UK attack, torching
the Racers' special teams for a
combined 121 yards on kickoff
and punt returns as the Wildcats
played a game of field position
with MSU — staying on Murray's end of the field for much
of the night.
UK's senior receiver broke the
school career .record for kickoff
return yardage. He has 1,673
career yards — four more than
Kio Stanford.
"Derek Abney got us," said
Pannunzio. "He turned the field
on us, and we weren't strong
enough to overturn that."

Morris keeps
Cardinals alive
in NL Central
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Matt Morris is on top of his game, and he
hopes it's soon enough to make
a difference.
Morris pitched no-hit ball ifito
the seventh inning and finished
the St Louis
Cardinals defeated the Cincinnati
Reds 9-0 Sunday. In his last three
starts, Morris has thrown 20 consecutive scoreless innings.
"Everybody wants to go out
and throw a shutout; but we needed a win," Morris said. "The situation we're in, we're not looking at personal goals anymore."
The victory gave the Cardinals,
who banged out 16 hits and got
home runs from Orlando Palmeiro
and Mike Matheny, two of three
wins over the decimated Reds in
the weekend series. It also kept
them close in the NL Central, I
1/2 games behind the first-place
Cubs.
"I think if we get on a nice
little roll, it'll be interesting coming down to the end," Palmeiro
said. "Basically we've just got to
play the best we can."
Morris (10-6) struck out eight,
fanning No. 3 hitter D'Angelo
Jimenez three times, and walked
one in his third shutout and fifth
complete game this season. He's
2-0 with an 0.93 ERA in four
starts since returning from the 15day disabled list after a broken
hand and sprained ankle sidelined
him from July 21 to Aug. 23.
The Reds had only one baserunner in the first six innings, that
coming on Tim Hummel's secondinning walk. That was the only
three-ball count for Morris before
Juan Castro broke up the no-hit
bid with a single up the middle

on a 3-1 pitch leading off the seventh.
"He was putting the_ ball wherever he wanted," said Castro. who
also doubled in the ninth. "He
had a good curveball and his sinker
was

working••

•

think I'm lucky that I got -the
base hits off of him."
Morris got all of the support
he needed in a three-run first when
Tino Martinez drew a bases-loaded
walk off Seth Etherton (2-3) and
Edgar Renteria followed with a tworun double.
J.D. Drew had an RBI double
in the fourth, Palmeiro hit his
third homer in the fifth and Matheny hit his sixth off Mau Belisle ,
in the seventh.
Etherton, a No. 1 draft pick of
the Angels in 1998, lasted 4 2-3
innings. He gave up five runs and
10 hits in the shortest of his five
starts with the Reds.
"I've been comfortable from
day one," Etherton said. "I've been
here before, I've done this, so
I've got to get back and get after
it again."
Martinez and Palmeiro had RBI
doubles and Renteria had a runscoring single in the eighth off Brian
Reith.
Notes: Albert Pujols reached
base in eight conSecutive plate
appearances with a home run, two
singles, four walks and a hit by
pitch, before lining out in the
sixth. ... The last no-hit game at
Busch Stadium was by the Expos'
David Palmer on April 21, 1984,
in a game shortened to five innings
by rain. The last full-length nohitter in St. Louis was by Bob
Forsch on Sept. 26, 1983, against
the Expos.

•See Page 13

Roddick's star rises at U.S. Open
NEW YORK (AP) — Andy Roddick strolled
into the interview room and made a statement
before one question could even be asked.
-No more, 'What's it feel like to be the
future of American tennis?" he declared.
Good point. kid.
After beating Juan Carlos Ferrero 6-3, 7-6
(2), 6-3 Sunday to win the U.S. Open, there
is no question Roddick is America's new star
— not jusr-orie in waiting. '
Roddick chose the ultimate American ten-that'-leap
:
- capping a tour--

1

nament that began witha goodbye to Pete
Sampras, who won his record 14th Grand
Slam title at last year's Open.
"I don't think you could have written a
script any better," Roddick said. "Starting it
off with Pete's retirement. ... lt was just too
good."
He was just too good.
Roddick rode his rocket of a serve to his
first Grand Slam victory in his first major
final, completing a sensational summer on the
hard courts.

- "It was not a surprise for me," Ferrero
said. "If he serves so good, it's not easy to
beat him. I think I played a really bad match
today. I didn't do my tennis. I didn't hit the
ball aggressive like yesterday. Maybe because
he served so hard all the time and I didn't
_
feel a rhythm on the court."
Ferrero, playing for the fourth straight day
after rain interfered with the schedule last
week, didn't exhibit the same energy that has
earned him the nickname "Mosquito" for the
way he scurries .around the court.
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HERE'S THE PITCH ... The Cardinals' Matt Morris throws
In the first inning against Cincinnati in their game on Sunday at Busch Stadium.

